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I. Qualifications10

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, TITLE, AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.11

A. My name is David W. DeRamus. I am a Partner with Bates White, LLC. My business address12

is 1300 Eye Street N.W., Suite 600, Washington, DC 20005.13

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR PROFESSIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL14

BACKGROUND.15

A. I am a Partner with the economic consulting firm of Bates White, LLC. I have been in this16

position since 1999. During this time period, I have performed economic analyses related to17

a range of litigation, arbitration, and regulatory matters, many of which pertain to competition18

issues and energy markets. I have previously served as an economic expert in various19

proceedings before the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”), various state20

regulatory authorities, federal and state courts, and arbitration associations. In many of these21

proceedings, I have analyzed issues of market power, market manipulation, monopolization,22

price-fixing, mergers and acquisitions, and various regulatory proposals related to electricity23

markets. I have also previously testified in regulatory proceedings related to residential24

distributed solar generation. I have worked on behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice, the25

Maryland Public Service Commission, public utilities, independent power producers,26

industrial and residential consumers of electricity, industry associations, and various other27

parties. Prior to joining Bates White, I was employed by the management consulting firm A.T.28

Kearney, the accounting firm KPMG Peat Marwick, and the Harvard Graduate School of29

Business Administration. I received a Ph.D. in Economics from the University of30

Massachusetts at Amherst.31

Q. DO YOU APPEND ANY EXHIBITS TO YOUR TESTIMONY?32

A. Yes, I append Vote Solar Exhibit 2.1 to this testimony, which is my curriculum vitae.33
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II. Purpose and Summary of Testimony34

Q. WHO IS SPONSORING YOUR TESTIMONY?35

A. My testimony is sponsored by Vote Solar.36

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY?37

A. I have been asked to review and respond to the November 9, 2016 Compliance Filing by38

Rocky Mountain Power (“RMP”), including the testimony submitted by RMP witnesses Ms.39

Steward, Mr. Meredith, Mr. Marx, Mr. Wilding, and Mr. Hoogeveen. In particular, I have been40

asked to assess RMP’s analysis of the costs and benefits of residential distributed solar41

generation (“DSG”) resources in Utah; and to assess RMP’s proposal to alter the rate structure42

for RMP’s net energy metering (“NEM”) customers in Utah. In addition, I have been asked43

to provide the Public Service Commission of Utah (the “Commission”) with other suggested44

modifications, if any, to RMP’s rate structure for residential DSG/NEM customers in Utah.45

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR CONCLUSIONS.46

A. Based on my analysis of the information provided by RMP, and my own research on these47

issues, I come to four primary conclusions. First, RMP is incorrect in concluding that the costs48

associated with Utah’s residential NEM program costs are greater than its benefits. Second,49

RMP has no reasonable basis for proposing a separate residential NEM rate class. Third, RMP50

has no reasonable basis for imposing demand charges or increased monthly fixed charges on51

residential NEM customers. Fourth, if the Commission decides that the recent growth in52

residential DSG in Utah warrants changes to the current NEM program, the Commission53

should limit any changes to the amount of the credit provided for NEM customer exports, and54

only implement any such changes gradually. Over the long-term, the Commission should55

establish a process to reevaluate periodically the value of the export credit in light of changes56
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in the development and deployment of complementary technologies, which have the potential57

to significantly reduce the costs and increase the benefits of DSG in the future.58

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE BASIS FOR YOUR CONCLUSION REGARDING59

THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF UTAH’S RESIDENTIAL NEM PROGRAM.60

A. RMP’s conclusions regarding the costs and benefits of the residential NEM program are based61

on insufficient data and a flawed analysis. At current levels of penetration, residential NEM62

customers do not impose additional costs on the system, other than the costs that they directly63

reimburse. While RMP asserts that NEM customers may cause additional costs associated64

with “reverse flows,” it provides no evidence that reverse flows have actually caused such65

costs, or are likely to cause such costs in the near future. On the contrary, at current penetration66

levels, such reverse flows benefit the system by reducing the need for peak energy that is more67

expensive, reducing system peak demand, and reducing loading on distribution circuits and68

transformers. RMP also incorrectly asserts that all NEM customers’ generation – including69

both their “behind-the-meter” generation and their excess energy exported to the system and70

consumed by neighboring customers – imposes a system cost, on the purported basis that71

customer energy generation represents foregone RMP sales revenue. A reduction in revenue72

is not the same as an increase in costs, and similar reductions in revenue from energy73

efficiency measures, for example, are never treated as a cost of service. RMP’s proposed74

treatment of NEM customers’ generation – and particularly their behind-the-meter generation75

– as a system cost would be unduly discriminatory. On the benefit side of the equation, RMP76

only considers its avoided cost of generation and purchases, plus avoided line losses, resulting77

from the energy produced by DSG systems. In so doing, RMP undervalues NEM customers’78

export generation, and it ignores a broad range of additional long-term benefits provided by79

residential DSG. RMP ignores the significant capacity benefits of residential DSG, as well as80

its environmental, reliability, local grid resiliency, and other benefits. Some of these benefits81
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are longer-term in nature, but they are nonetheless critical to consider in assessing the82

appropriate rate design for residential DSG customers. Appropriately evaluated, DSG83

provides a net benefit, not a net cost, to Utah customers.84

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE BASIS FOR YOUR CONCLUSION REGARDING85

RMP’S PROPOSED SEGREGATION OF RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS IN A86

SEPARATE RATE CLASS.87

A. The very limited load research study on which RMP bases its conclusions is an insufficient88

basis on which to justify such a major change in the rate structure for residential NEM89

customers, and in fact demonstrates that residential NEM customers are situated similarly to90

other residential customers in all relevant respects. While residential NEM customers’ excess91

generation during certain hours does flow onto the local distribution system as exports, this92

physical phenomenon does not require creating a separate class of residential NEM customers.93

Moreover, this excess generation provides a benefit to the system by serving the load of94

neighboring customers, especially during peak hours when it is most valuable. Even RMP’s95

limited sample of information shows that on average, the load factors for residential NEM96

customers are not significantly different than other residential customers, and that their97

monthly consumption is similar to or higher than other residential customers (depending on98

the month). RMP’s conclusion that NEM customers fail to cover an adequate portion of their99

costs of service is similarly flawed, since residential NEM customers do not cause RMP to100

incur any significant incremental costs.101

Q. PLEASE SUMMARIZE THE BASIS FOR YOUR CONCLUSION REGARDING102

RMP’S PROPOSED DEMAND CHARGE.103

A. Because RMP has failed to provide valid evidence that residential NEM customers are104

underpaying for their net energy consumption relative to their cost of service, RMP’s105

proposed demand charge is unjustified and unduly discriminatory. While RMP has styled its106
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proposal as a means of preventing “cost shifting” from residential NEM to non-NEM107

customers, RMP has strong incentives to reduce the ability of residential customers to install108

DSG systems provided by competitive suppliers, since this may increase RMP’s risks of cost109

under-recovery and may limit the growth in RMP’s asset base on which it earns a return.110

Rather than incentivizing NEM customers to reduce their aggregate peak demand, demand111

charges will simply serve to stifle the continued development of residential DSG in Utah.112

Furthermore, the combination of large demand charges, increased fixed monthly charges, and113

low energy rates provides poor incentives for customers to reduce their overall consumption,114

to shift their consumption from high demand to low demand time periods, and to adopt115

additional energy efficiency measures. RMP’s proposed demand charge would seriously116

undermine the continued development of residential DSG in Utah, preventing Utah from117

obtaining future benefits from the industry’s continuing innovations, deployment of118

complementary technologies, and cost reductions.119

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COMMISSION?120

A. If the Commission were to make any changes to the current residential NEM compensation,121

such changes should be implemented gradually to avoid eliminating the many benefits of122

residential DSG, particularly given its low current penetration levels. Such changes to the123

NEM rate design, if any, should be limited to the export credit (or crediting mechanism),124

taking into consideration the potential for changes in both DSG costs and benefits over time,125

as penetration levels increase, complementary technologies are deployed further (including126

battery storage, smart inverters, demand management, and other smart-grid advances), and127

Utah’s overall energy mix and grid management concerns change. Ultimately, it may be128

appropriate for RMP to adopt time-of-use (“TOU”) rates for residential NEM customers (as129

well as other residential customers), as that will provide the right incentives for customers to130
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reduce their coincident peak load, which in turn will provide additional significant benefits to131

all customers by reducing the need for system investments by RMP.132

Q. PLEASE PROVIDE A GUIDE TO THE REMAINDER OF YOUR TESTIMONY.133

A. I first describe the current penetration of residential DSG in Utah and RMP’s incentives to134

limit its future growth. I then proceed to assess RMP’s COS analysis. Next, I analyze the135

broader benefits of residential DSG in Utah. I then review RMP’s proposed changes to the136

NEM rate structure, and I discuss why the Commission should reject RMP’s proposal. Finally,137

I provide my own recommendations to the Commission.138

III. RMP’s Incentives to Limit the Growth of Residential DSG in Utah139

Q. WHAT IS RMP’S FORECAST FOR NEM GROWTH IN UTAH?140

A. As of the end of 2016, RMP’s cumulative NEM capacity (both residential and non-residential)141

is 105 MWAC. This represents 2.3% of 2007 non-coincident peak load in Utah (the measure142

used by the Commission to establish the cap for NEM capacity). RMP forecasts that143

cumulative NEM capacity will grow four-fold over the next 10 years, increasing to 461 MWAC144

in 2026. Even at RMP’s growth expectation, total NEM capacity in Utah still would only be145

10% of Utah’s 2007 peak load by 2026, or 8.5% of Utah’s 2026 peak load.1 RMP forecasts146

that cumulative NEM capacity in Utah (both residential and non-residential) would not reach147

the Commission’s 20% cap until 2035, as shown in Figure 1 below.2148

1 Measured on a DC basis, RMP forecasts that cumulative NEM capacity will reach 10% of total capacity by 2023, since the
DC capacity for solar PV is approximately 1.2 times higher than its corresponding AC capacity.

2 Measured on a DC basis, RMP expects to reach the Commission’s 20% NEM capacity cap in 2032.
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Figure 1: Projected cumulative NEM growth in Utah149

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RECENT GROWTH OF RESIDENTIAL DSG IN UTAH.150

A. Residential DSG, which constitutes more than 70% of total NEM in Utah, has grown151

considerably in Utah in recent years. The number of residential NEM customers in Utah rose152

from 4,390 in 2015, to 15,992 in 2016, and to approximately 19,000 as of March 2017. By153

the end of 2016, NEM customers represented 2% of Utah residential customers; and their 77154

MWAC of residential solar photovoltaic (“PV”) generation capacity represented 1.7% of155

RMP’s 2007 peak load in Utah, or 1.6% of its 2016 coincident peak load in Utah. In 2015,156

the total amount of NEM production and excess energy was just 0.2% and 0.1% of RMP’s157

retail sales in Utah, respectively. Thus, despite its rapid recent growth, residential DSG in158

Utah is still very small by all relevant metrics.159

Q. ARE THERE OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESIDENTIAL DSG TO INCREASE160

FURTHER?161

A. Yes, there is both a significant opportunity for and a public benefit to further growth in Utah’s162

residential DSG portfolio. Overall, the vast majority of electricity in Utah continues to be163
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generated by fossil fuels. In 2016, 73% was generated by coal-fired units; 21% by natural gas-164

fired units; and only 6% by solar and other renewable resources.3 The Salt Lake City area also165

suffers from high levels of smog (particulate emissions and ozone),4 which could be reduced166

by increasing the amount of renewable generation, particularly if paired with increased167

electrification of transportation. Utah has relatively high levels of insolation, and a favorable168

mix of housing and rooftops to allow for a considerable expansion of residential DSG.169

According to one recent study, Utah could generate approximately 25 – 34% of its electricity170

needs from rooftop PV (accounting for the specific rooftop profile in the state).5 This provides171

a general indication of the current unexploited opportunities for further increases in residential172

DSG in Utah. Much of RMP’s testimony is directed at potential costs to the system in a173

scenario in which residential DSG achieves a very high level of penetration (e.g., in discussing174

the potential cost impact of reverse flows from DSG on the distribution network), but it does175

not address the substantial benefits to Utah that would result in that scenario.176

Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE RECENT177

GROWTH OF RESIDENTIAL DSG IN UTAH?178

A. No. The recent rate of growth of residential DSG in Utah does not justify a major change in179

the NEM program. While residential DSG has grown rapidly in the past few years, that growth180

rate is measured relative to a very small base. Residential DSG comprises a very small portion181

of Utah’s energy generation portfolio, and it will remain so for the foreseeable future. Some182

of the most recent increase may also be attributable to this very proceeding, and to customer183

3 SNL database.
4 See e.g., Emma Penrod, “American Lung Association ranks SLC in top 10 for worst air quality,” Salt Lake Tribune, May

17, 2017 (“Salt Lake County received an F grade for both ozone and particles. Overall, Utah averaged an F for ozone and D
for particulate pollution.”) Available at: http://www.sltrib.com/home/3799747-155/slc-ranked-as-6th-worst-in-the. See also,
David Montero, “Utah is the land of ski runs, pristine parks and a really bad smog problem,” Los Angeles Times, February
2, 2017. Available at: http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-utah-smog-2017-story.html.

5 NREL, “Rooftop Solar Photovoltaic Technical Potential in the United States: A Detailed Assessment”, January 2016, p. iv.
The 25% lower bound only accounts for small rooftops, while the 34% upper bound includes medium and large rooftops
(Table 3 and 5).
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perceptions that they need to install DSG now, given RMP’s proposal to radically reduce the184

financial value to customers of participating in the NEM program. The potential phase-out of185

Utah state income tax credits for new residential solar system installations, as proposed in HB186

23 (“Utah Residential Solar Tax Credit Repeal”), is likely an additional factor stimulating the187

rapid recent growth in applications.6 If the concern is the recent growth rate of DSG, rather188

than its current level, then an appropriate response would be to design a forward-looking189

program that is sufficiently flexible to moderate its growth rate in the future, while not stifling190

its further development, as RMP’s proposal threatens to do.191

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW THE COST OF RESIDENTIAL DSG HAS EVOLVED.192

A. Rapid advances in technology and manufacturing efficiency have driven down the cost of PV193

modules dramatically in recent years. The resulting increase in sales, in turn, has led to194

economies of scale, which have further reduced costs. With increased scale and experience,195

competing firms have also been able to lower the costs of financing, marketing, customer196

acquisition, design, and installation. Figure 2 shows the substantial decline in the overall197

installed costs for residential PV.7198

6 Utah Political Capitol, “Flagged Bill: HB 23 – Utah Residential Solar Tax Credit Repeal – Rep. Jeremy Peterson,”
December 18, 2016. Available at: http://utahpoliticalcapitol.com/2016/12/18/flagged-bill-hb-23-utah-residential-solar-tax-
credit-repeal-rep-jeremy-peterson/

7 Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, “Tracking the Sun IX, The Installed Price of Residential and Non-Residential
Photovoltaic Systems in the United States,” (Aug 2016), page 14.
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Figure 2: Residential PV Installed Price, Module Price Index, and Non-Module199
Costs8200

Q. WHAT TYPES OF COMPANIES HAVE BEEN RESPONSIBLE FOR THE RECENT201

GROWTH IN RESIDENTIAL PV SOLAR?202

A. Residential rooftop solar would not now exist as an option for Utah customers without the203

wide range of competitive businesses that have developed and advanced this market segment,204

including not just panel manufacturers, but also developers of complementary technologies,205

installers, financing companies, and a wide range of service companies. Lowering costs to206

enable increased customer adoption has required investments and innovation by many207

different types of firms, operating all along the supply and development chain. Many firms208

are continuing to invest in developing and deploying complementary technologies, such as209

“smart” inverters, batteries, and communications technologies, that will enable increased210

future benefits from DSG. As the Commission contemplates changes to the current NEM211

program, it should ensure that any changes do not limit the ability or incentives for consumers212

or competitive firms to deploy these technologies, which have the potential to further reduce213

costs and increase long-term future benefits.214

8 Id., figure reproduced from Figure 9, page 14.
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Q. CAN YOU DESCRIBE IN GENERAL TERMS HOW COMPETITIVE CHOICES215

FOR RESIDENTIAL DSG BENEFIT A UTILITY’S CUSTOMERS?216

A. Competitive residential DSG provides a utility’s residential customers with an important217

choice regarding their electricity consumption. For many residential DSG customers, the218

ability to reduce their reliance on their retail provider of electricity service is a significant219

factor in their decisions to invest in rooftop solar.9 In addition to the expanded service choice220

and reduced cost that competitive solar providers offer customers, various residential DSG221

business models provide customers with access to non-utility sources of capital that can222

diversify risk away from captive ratepayers. Competition has also encouraged companies to223

provide more fully integrated services, from project financing to installation, while the larger224

scale of residential DSG service providers has allowed for further cost reductions.10 The225

competitive residential solar industry has also demonstrated continued innovation in service226

offerings, such as the bundling of residential rooftop solar, battery storage, and energy227

management services.11 This combination of different services and assets, provided by a range228

of companies using various innovative technologies, at times in cooperative endeavors with229

utilities, has the added benefit of reducing consumers’ overall energy use and improving grid230

resiliency.12231

9 See e.g., Paul Balcombe, Dan Rigby, and Adisa Azapagic, “Investigating the importance of motivations and barriers related
to microgeneration uptake in the UK,” Applied Energy, Vol. 130, October 2014, pp. 403-418. Available at: http://ac.els-
cdn.com/S030626191400542X/1-s2.0-S030626191400542X-main.pdf?_tid=e4872a70-e64e-11e5-820e-
00000aacb360&acdnat=1457566402_faf2e050465cd86f1250ebbd48fa9d8b. See also Ria Langheim, Georgina Arreola, and
Chad Reese, “Energy Efficiency Motivations and Actions of California Solar Homeowners,” August 2014 (published in
proceedings of ACEEE 2014 Summer Study on Enegy Efficiency in Buildings), p. 10. Available at:
https://energycenter.org/sites/default/files/docs/nav/policy/research-and-
reports/Energy%20Efficiency%20Motivations%20and%20Actions%20of%20California%20Solar%20Homeowners.pdf

10 The Morningstar Equity Analyst Report of Mar 3, 2016 on SolarCity Corp reported that “the company has reduced per-watt
customer costs 40% since 2012, and is targeting another 14% cost reduction by 2017.”

11 SolarCity has such a home energy system offered in Hawaii. http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/SolarCitys-
System-For-Self-Supply-in-Hawaii-Includes-PV-Storage-Water-He

12 Id. See also, Nest Labs, “Energy Savings from the Nest Learning Thermostat: Energy Bill Analysis Results,” Nest White
Paper, February 2015, available at: https://nest.com/downloads/press/documents/energy-savings-white-paper.pdf.
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Q. CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE POTENTIAL FOR ADDITIONAL INNOVATION IN232

RESIDENTIAL DSG?233

A. A wide range of emerging technologies are currently being developed and deployed that will234

further serve to drive down its costs and increase its benefits to the grid and ratepayers. Smart235

inverters, for example, allow residential DSG to be “dispatched” by the grid operator to allow236

for increased reliability, or to be used as reactive power for local voltage support. Improved237

battery storage technologies, which are just beginning to be deployed in the U.S. residential238

customer segment, as well as in utility grid operations, also allow for increased239

“dispatchability” of solar resources, shifting supply to the peak period of demand. Electric240

vehicles (EVs) plugged into smart charging stations also have the ability to be treated as241

flexible load resources, especially with electricity price signals that influence when and how242

charging is done, thus potentially helping to alleviate some of the grid integration challenges243

associated with the rapid growth of solar (and wind) generation more generally.13244

Q. HAVE ANALYSTS PREVIOUSLY STUDIED THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF245

RESIDENTIAL DSG ON A UTILITY’S SYSTEM COSTS?246

A. Yes. The primary cost-related concern for residential DSG is that at very high levels of247

penetration, it can result in “reverse flows” on system elements designed for unidirectional248

power flows, which may result in the need for additional infrastructure investments (or249

maintenance expenditures). The MIT Energy Initiative, for example, recently published an250

extensive study of DSG that evaluates potential system cost increases resulting from higher251

levels of DSG penetration (among other issues).14 However, as shown in Figure 3 below252

(reproduced from the MIT study), system cost increases are negligible with DSG penetration253

13 For example, EVs can ease the pressure on the system by absorbing excess electricity in the middle of the day and reducing
the amount of excess solar generation during peak periods.

14 MIT Energy Initiative, “Utility of the Future,” December 2016, p. 48. Available at:
http://energy.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Utility-of-the-Future-Full-Report.pdf
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levels below 5%, as in Utah. At penetration levels above 5%, the impact of DSG on system254

costs depends on whether DSG is paired with other technologies, such as battery storage, or255

demand management policies and consumer incentives that mitigate reverse flows.15 It is256

highly unlikely that DSG will cause RMP to incur any significant incremental system costs in257

the next several years. In the interim, as residential DSG continues to grow, improved258

technological options and increased data from net metering experiences across the country259

will provide the Commission with better and more reliable information with which to assess260

whether any costs that are incurred at higher penetration levels would justify a change in the261

NEM rate design at that time.262

Figure 3: Impact of DSG on Network Costs with Different Levels of Storage16263

264

Q. ISN’T RESIDENTIAL DSG INHERENTLY MORE EXPENSIVE THAN OTHER265

TYPES OF SOLAR OR OTHER RENEWABLE POWER?266

A. There are unavoidable tradeoffs between almost every generation technology, with advantages267

and disadvantages to each. This pertains not only to comparisons of residential and utility-268

scale solar, but also to comparisons of PV and concentrated solar power (CSP), or of solar and269

15 The different colored dots represent alternative assumptions regarding a system’s “storage factor” (SF).
16 MIT Energy Initiative, “Utility of the Future,” December 2016, p. 49.
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wind. Large-scale generation facilities have an installation and maintenance cost advantage270

over smaller scale facilities, such as residential systems. Larger-scale facilities may also be271

more efficient in generating output when equipped with tracking systems. On the other hand,272

residential systems generally do not raise environmental siting concerns, as may arise with273

utility-scale projects (for both the generation and the transmission investments). If a utility274

has residential DSG customers who are geographically dispersed across its service territory,275

their combined generating capacity may also be subject to less intermittency (in the aggregate)276

under certain weather conditions (i.e., in comparing 100 MW of DSG to a single 100 MW277

solar facility). Most importantly, however, DSG is located close to consumption, which278

obviates the need for large infrastructure investments to deliver that generation to load (in279

contrast to RMP’s proposed major transmission upgrades to bring additional wind generation280

from Wyoming, for example). Furthermore, as a local demand-side resource, DSG can be281

integrated into a utility’s overall demand management and dispatch protocols, particularly if282

paired with complementary technologies such as smart inverters or local battery storage, to283

provide additional benefits that distant utility-scale generating stations simply cannot provide.284

Finally, DSG provides an opportunity to bring in new sources of capital to fund investments285

in renewable generation: rather than relying on a large utility-financed project, with its286

allowed ROE and “socialized” cost risks spread across all ratepayers, DSG provides an287

opportunity for individual homeowners and other market participants to invest their capital in288

developing new renewable generating resources. Given these unique benefits, DSG can play289

an important role in a state’s overall generation portfolio, despite its higher installed costs per290

kW compared to utility-scale PV generation. RMP fails to quantify these unique benefits of291

DSG in its cost-benefit analysis, thus understating the benefits of the NEM program.292
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Q. WHAT HAS BEEN THE ROLE OF UTILITIES SUCH AS RMP IN THE293

DEVELOPMENT OF DSG?294

A. Utilities with a monopoly retail franchise, such as RMP, have neither the incentive, nor the295

expertise, nor the risk capital to develop or innovate in customer-sited solar offerings. Some296

utilities have recently proposed their own residential DSG programs, including customer-sited297

generation in their rate base (on which they are able to earn a return). Other utilities have298

provided residential customers with solar-based “green power” offerings, i.e., a contractual299

commitment to supply them with a certain amount of renewable energy from utility-scale300

solar or other renewable facilities (notwithstanding the fact that all electricity is commingled301

in the network). RMP, for example, recently began its “Subscriber Solar” program: it entered302

a PPA with a developer of a new utility-scale solar facility (far from load), and it offered303

residential customers monthly “subscriptions” to the output of that facility (in tranches of 200304

kWh per month), in return for a 20-year PPA rate of approximately 12 cents/kWh. 17305

Customers taking service under this program in effect are “virtual solar” customers of this306

single solar facility, up to their full monthly consumption requirements, even though they307

continue to be served by RMP’s broader portfolio of generating, transmission, and distribution308

assets in all hours. Thus, many utilities often have been supportive of solar and other309

renewables, particularly when it involves an increase in their rate base; PacifiCorp’s proposed310

expansion of its wind power generation and transmission investments in its most recent IRP311

provide one such example. In the past few years, however, some utilities have attempted to312

limit or even completely stop the expansion of residential DSG provided by competing solar313

companies – typically by proposing radical changes to their respective state NEM policies,314

including imposing prohibitively high demand charges and a dramatic reduction in the value315

of energy credits. With very limited exceptions, however, regulators have declined to adopt316

17 Of which, 7.7 cents/kWh of generation costs are fixed for 20 years, while 4 cents/kWh of T&D costs may vary.
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utility proposals to adopt demand charges for residential NEM customers;18 and the majority317

of state NEM programs continue to credit net excess generation at the full retail rate,318

particularly in states with low solar penetration (less than 5%).19319

Q. IN YOUR VIEW, WHY ARE SOME UTILITIES PROPOSING TO RADICALLY320

ALTER NEM POLICIES?321

A. Because erecting barriers to the adoption of residential DSG increases some utilities’ profits322

and reduces their risks. Customer choice and DSG provide benefits to electricity consumers323

and Utah residents more broadly, and they help to advance the state’s environmental policies.324

However, they also threaten the profits of a regulated retail monopoly franchise by reducing325

retail sales revenue between rate cases and reducing the need for infrastructure investments326

on which a regulated utility earns a rate of return. For many utilities in states with traditional327

cost-of-service rate regulation (such as Utah), DSG provides the only real competition that328

they face at the retail level. A utility subject to cost-of-service rate regulation generally329

maximizes its profits by maximizing the size of its allowed rate base, on which it earns an330

allowed rate of return. When residential customers choose to install solar panels on their roofs,331

they reduce their utility’s retail sales, and – depending on the volume of such installations and332

several other factors – they may reduce the need for their utility to invest in additional333

generating, transmission, and distribution assets. Thus, over the long term (and for some334

utilities, even in the near term), the expansion of DSG threatens to reduce a utility’s profits335

by potentially reducing the size of its rate base. Furthermore, to the extent that a utility is at336

risk of full cost recovery, e.g., between rate cases or in the event that its costs are not deemed337

18 The few utilities that have imposed demand charges specifically for NEM customers include the Salt River Project (SRP) in
Arizona and Santee Cooper in South Carolina. While We Energies in Wisconsin attempted to impose a demand charge on
residential DSG customers, the courts struck down this provision. See Midwest Energy News, “Court Rejects Wisconsin’s
Fee on Solar Customers,” October 30, 2015. Available at: http://midwestenergynews.com/2015/10/30/court-rejects-
wisconsin-utilitys-fee-on-solar-customers/ (last accessed June 7, 2017).

19 Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency (“DSIRE”). DSIRE is a source of information on incentives and
policies that support renewable energy and energy efficiency operated by the N.C. Clean Energy Technology Center. Data
on solar penetration (as of October 2016) obtained from: https://www.ohmhomenow.com/2016-solar-penetration-state/
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prudent, the loss of revenues from residential DSG customers also poses a risk to a utility’s338

profitability.339

Q. HOW IS THIS RELEVANT TO THE CURRENT PROCEEDING?340

A. As an economist, in evaluating RMP’s NEM rate proposal, I consider it important for the341

Commission to consider incentives – both for customers and RMP. RMP has asserted that it342

is advancing its proposal to avoid a “cost shift” from NEM to non-NEM residential customers.343

An alternative explanation for its proposal is that RMP is concerned that higher rates of DSG344

penetration from competing solar providers are reducing its electricity sales, increasing its345

risk of under-recovery of its costs, contributing to the deferral of its investments in additional346

generation and transmission infrastructure, and ultimately eroding the size of its rate base over347

the long term. I note, however, that the overall decline in load growth and increased348

participation in energy efficiency (EE) programs have caused a far greater reduction in RMP’s349

electricity sales than DSG. Both NEM and EE programs reduce utilities’ sales of electricity.350

EE programs, however, have had a much greater impact on retail electricity sales than DSG.351

According to one recent estimate, utility energy efficiency programs and federal appliance352

efficiency standards reduced total U.S. retail electricity sales by approximately 14% in 2015.20353

By comparison, all DSG installed through the end of 2015 reduced retail electricity sales by354

just 0.4%.21 Growth in EE is expected to continue to outpace DSG in the foreseeable future.355

Q. HOW DOES EE COMPARE TO DSG IN UTAH?356

A. Since 2008, demand-side resources such as EE have provided alternatives to supply-side357

options in PacifiCorp’s service territory. In 2015, incremental EE resources in Utah are358

20 Galen Barbose, “Putting the Potential Rate Impacts of Distributed Solar into Context,” LBNL-1007060 (January 2017), p. 5.
21 Id., p. 15.
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expected to account for 264,360 MWh, which is five times larger than RMP’s estimate of359

52,877 MWh of residential DSG generation in 2015.22360

Q. HOW DOES RMP’S DECLINE IN LOAD GROWTH COMPARE TO DSG IN361

UTAH?362

A. Figure 4 below shows that RMP’s load forecast in Utah decreased relative to projected loads363

used in the 2015 IRP. On average, forecasted annual load is down 1,909 GWh or 6.5%364

between 2017 and 2025 when compared to the 2015 IRP. Through the planning horizon, the365

average annual load growth rate is down from 1.8% to 1.1%, a 40% reduction in the annual366

load growth rate when compared to the 2015 IRP. This decline in annual load growth is far367

greater than the reduction in retail sales caused by DSG in Utah.23368

Figure 4: Utah annual load growth forecast (MWh)369

370

22 PacifiCorp 2015 IRP, Appendix D, p. 64.
23 PacifiCorp 2015 IRP, Appendix A, p. 3 and PacifiCorp 2017 IRP, Appendix A, p. 2.
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Q. IF REVENUES FROM NEM CUSTOMERS DECLINE, DO REVENUES FROM371

OTHER RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS HAVE TO INCREASE TO ALLOW RMP372

TO RECOVER ITS COSTS?373

A. Not necessarily. First, as I discuss below, DSG provides benefits to all customers, including374

non-residential customers, in the form of increased grid reliability and resilience (especially375

when coupled with advanced technologies), environmental benefits (reduced emissions), and376

(with enough penetration) reduced utility investments in transmission, distribution, and377

generation assets. Second, all residential customers are entitled to reduce their electricity378

consumption, whether from energy efficiency, DSG, or simply changes in their consumption379

patterns. Before adopting DSG systems, on average, DSG customers are higher-use customers380

than the average Utah ratepayer. Simply because high-use customers become average-use381

customers does not mean they have “shifted costs” onto other customers. If a 2,000382

kWh/month customer becomes a 750 kWh/month customer (i.e., a “typical” RMP residential383

customer), RMP’s revenue declines by the amount of the reduced sales. This does not mean,384

however, that the formerly high-use customer has necessarily “shifted costs” onto other385

customers. In between rate cases, the only real effect of such a reduction in consumption is a386

reduction in RMP’s profits (after accounting for RMP’s reduced costs of foregone utility387

generation, power purchases, and line-losses), just as greater-than-expected sales in between388

rate cases will increase RMP’s profits.389

Q. WHEN RMP FILES A RATE CASE, WON’T REDUCED REVENUES FROM NEM390

CUSTOMERS RESULT IN INCREASED RATES FOR OTHER CUSTOMERS?391

A. Not necessarily, and RMP’s submission fails to show that this scenario is more likely than392

not. Many considerations other than a reduction in consumption by some subset of customers393

come into play in a rate case. First, increased revenues from load growth (e.g., from population394

growth, electric vehicles, etc.) may be sufficient to offset the decline in revenues from certain395

customers. Second, the reduction in consumption by some customers may lower the need for396
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additional future investments, the costs of which (plus a return for RMP) would otherwise be397

borne by all customers. Third, even assuming there were an increase in the rates paid by other398

customers as a result of a reduction in consumption, it does not mean that NEM customers are399

paying less than an appropriate share of system costs, or that this result is necessarily400

inconsistent with standard cost-causation principles and the Commission’s broader objectives401

with its current rate design. Indeed, to some significant extent, high-usage customers often402

“subsidize” other customers (by paying more than their cost of service), and their installation403

of PV systems may actually be mitigating such (intra-class) “subsidies” and existing “cost404

shifts” between groups of residential customers.24405

Q. WHAT COMMISSION OBJECTIVES ARE YOU REFERENCING WITH REGARD406

TO THE CURRENT RESIDENTIAL RATE DESIGN?407

A. The increasing block rates used in RMP’s current residential rates (Schedule 1), as approved408

by the Commission, are designed to discourage high levels of monthly consumption409

(particularly from May through September, but also in other months). Furthermore, residential410

rates have relatively low monthly fixed customer charges ($6 for single-phase customers),411

with the vast majority of revenues obtained from the variable energy charge. This energy-412

focused rate structure further incentivizes customers to reduce their energy consumption.25413

Indeed, customers who choose to install DSG are likely to be relatively high-use customers,26414

responding to the incentives in the approved residential rate structure designed to discourage415

high levels of monthly consumption, regardless of whether that reduction is achieved through416

24 The CPUC’s 2013 NEM study found that NEM customers paid 133% of their full cost of service before installing solar PV
systems, while residential NEM customers paid 154%. Thus, by installing solar systems, NEM customers were able to
reduce the amount of subsidies they had traditionally been paying to support other customers. See “California Net Metering
Ratepayer Impacts Evaluation,” California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), October 2013, at p. 10, Table 5.

25 Utah’s increasing block rate structure also helps to provide lower electricity bills for lower-income customers, although it
also provides for lower bills for partial-year residents. RMP’s Schedule No. 3 (“Low Income Lifeline Program”) provides
more explicit rate relief for qualified low-income customers.

26 This may be changing over time, as the cost of DSG declines. RMP does not collect detailed data on NEM customers’ pre-
and post-installation consumption to be able to assess this systematically.
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energy efficiency, DSG, or simply a change in behavior. Thus, it should be no surprise to RMP417

that some high-use customers have chosen to reduce their bills by installing DSG, as that is418

consistent with the Commission’s objectives with the current residential rate structure.27419

Q. WHAT ABOUT THE FACT THAT MANY COSTS ARE A FUNCTION OF PEAK420

LOAD, NOT AGGREGATE MONTHLY ENERGY CONSUMPTION?421

A. That is a problem associated with the overall residential rate design approved by the422

Commission, not with NEM customers’ rates per se. If RMP is concerned with reducing peak423

load, it should be proposing an expansion of time-of-use (TOU) rates.28 If RMP is concerned424

that the current residential rate design relies too heavily on variable energy charges such that425

low-use customers (whether NEM or non-NEM customers) are not paying an appropriate426

share of system costs, it should propose a corresponding change in the rate design for all427

residential customers. I do not think such a fundamental change is warranted at this time,428

however, because RMP has not shown that the current residential rate design is unworkable,429

and a change towards increased monthly fixed costs and demand charges for all customers430

would conflict with the Commission’s other objectives in its current rate design (e.g.,431

incentives for energy efficiency and affordability). Applying increased monthly fixed charges432

and demand charges only to NEM customers, as RMP proposes, however, would be unduly433

discriminatory, since the asserted “problem” these changes are meant to address are by no434

means unique to NEM customers (nor would it even be accurate to characterize NEM435

customers as low-use customers, as discussed further below).436

27 RMP has other electric service schedules that are also explicitly intended to reduce residential energy consumption, e.g.,
Schedule No. 111 (Residential Energy Efficiency), which provides various incentives for lighting, appliances, etc.,
regardless of when the energy efficiency benefits from these appliances are expected to materialize (e.g., night time
electricity savings from energy efficient lighting).

28 RMP currently has an experimental residential “time-of-day” rider (Schedule No. 2), limited to 1,000 customers. The time
of day rates are in effect from May through September, with peak times defined as between 1 and 8 p.m. weekdays
(excluding holidays). Peak rates are 4.356 cents above standard residential rates, while off-peak rates are 1.6334 cents less.
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Q. IS RMP’S PROPOSAL JUSTIFIED BASED ON THE COST CAUSATION437

PRINCIPLES IT INVOKES IN ITS FILING?438

A. No. First, as I discuss in more detail below, RMP has not identified any incremental system439

costs that are attributable to the NEM program and that are not borne directly by NEM440

customers. While RMP points to hypothetical costs associated with “reverse flows,” it has441

provided no evidence – either in its filing or in its responses to various parties’ data requests442

– that the limited amount of excess generation by NEM customers currently flows beyond443

local circuits, that it has had to invest in additional distribution network upgrades (other than444

those that have been funded by NEM customers directly), or that it has even been required to445

manage its system differently to accommodate these reverse flows. More broadly, however, it446

is important to note that the Commission, like state regulatory commissions everywhere, is447

appropriately concerned with multiple objectives in designing rates for Utah customers.448

Aligning rate structures with principles of cost causation is one very important factor, as it449

encourages consumers to make economically efficient energy consumption decisions. Other450

longer-term objectives, however, are also important for the Commission to consider, such as451

the impact of a given rate structure on reducing emissions, encouraging energy efficiency,452

promoting the development of renewable resources, ensuring affordability, and providing453

some degree of customer choice. Even if RMP were under-recovering a certain amount of454

costs from NEM customers, as RMP asserts (incorrectly), the overall rate structure should still455

be evaluated relative to all of the Commission’s objectives. Even accepting at face value456

RMP’s (incorrect) contention that some of its costs have been “shifted” onto other residential457

customers, the Commission can and should continue with the current NEM rate structure, as458

it is consistent with its broader objectives, and it is not unduly discriminatory. This conclusion459

is further supported by the fact that the purported cost shift accounts for a very small fraction460

of RMP’s total costs, given the very low current penetration rate of residential DSG in Utah.461

To the extent that the Commission wants to develop a forward-looking framework for462
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compensating residential DSG, given the relatively rapid recent growth in installations and463

applications, there are steps that the Commission can take in that direction, as I discuss further464

below, but it should do so without stifling the development of this emerging segment and its465

attendant technologies.466

Q. WHAT IMPACT WILL RMP’S PROPOSED NEM RATE DESIGN HAVE ON THE467

RISKS TO RMP ASSOCIATED WITH THE GROWTH OF DSG?468

A. In effect, RMP’s proposal will insulate RMP from the risks it faces associated with lower469

residential sales from the continued growth of DSG in Utah – i.e., risks of cost under-recovery470

either in-between and during future rate cases, and risks associated with the potential erosion471

of its rate base. RMP currently enjoys an allowed ROE of 9.8% (as approved by the472

Commission in its last rate case).29 This approved ROE is predicated on the assumption that473

RMP bears some significant level of commercial risks (for comparison, the current risk-free474

interest rate is approximately 1.1%, using 1-year U.S Treasury bills as a benchmark). I475

consider the risk to RMP of lower sales due to the growth of residential DSG adoption in Utah476

to be a risk that RMP should be able to manage, commensurate with its 9.8% ROE,477

particularly given the very low cumulative penetration of residential DSG in Utah. RMP’s478

proposal to further “de-risk” its business with its proposed rate design for residential NEM479

customers would be inconsistent with its current approved ROE. Indeed, this demonstrates480

why it is inappropriate for RMP to propose such major changes in the residential NEM481

customer rate structure outside of a full rate proceeding, since such changes must be evaluated482

in conjunction with a reevaluation of RMP’s allowed ROE. However, I disagree with RMP’s483

proposed changes, regardless of the regulatory proceeding in which they are proposed.484

29 Docket No. 13-035-184, Settlement Stipulation, June 25, 2014.
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IV. Review and Critique of RMP’s Cost of Service Study485

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF A NEM COST-BENEFIT STUDY IN THIS486

PROCEEDING?487

A. The purpose of this proceeding is to determine whether the benefits of NEM exceed its costs,488

or vice versa. To achieve this goal, the Commission has provided a general analytical489

framework for performing a NEM cost-benefit study.490

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE GENERAL COST-BENEFIT FRAMEWORK SET491

FORTH BY THE COMMISSION.492

A. On November 10, 2015, the Commission ordered RMP to perform two cost of service493

(“COS”) studies – the actual COS (“ACOS”) and a counterfactual COS (“CFCOS”) – to gauge494

the benefits NEM customers bring to Utah customers through a reduction in costs, using a495

one-year period of analysis commensurate with the 2015 test year in RMP’s filing. 30496

According to the Commission, the ACOS should reflect RMP’s actual cost of service inclusive497

of NEM customers, while the CFCOS should reflect RMP’s hypothetical cost of service if498

NEM customers were to produce no electricity and instead draw their entire load from RMP.499

The Commission thus expects that that – if performed correctly – the costs in the CFCOS that500

are not present in the ACOS will reflect the benefits of net metering.31501

Q. WHAT ARE RMP’S CONCLUSIONS FROM ITS COST OF SERVICE STUDIES IN502

THIS PROCEEDING?503

A. RMP prepared the two ACOS and CFCOS studies, as well as a cost of service study with net504

metering segregated into its own class (“NEM Breakout COS”). The studies use 2015 actual505

data, including data collected from RMP’s load research study for residential NEM customers.506

RMP concludes that the costs of the NEM program exceed its benefits based on the results of507

30 November 2015 Order, at p. 16.
31 Id., at p. 12.
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its comparison of the ACOS to the CFCOS, and that residential NEM customers have unique508

load and cost characteristics that require changes in the current rate structure to avoid cost-509

shifting to other customers. Based on the results of its COS and load research studies, RMP510

asks the Commission to find that: (i.) the CFCOS, the ACOS, and the NEM Breakout COS511

are compliant with and fulfill the November 2015 Order; (ii.) the costs of the NEM program512

under the current structure exceed its benefits; (iii.) the unique usage characteristics of513

residential net metering customers justify segregating them into a distinct class for514

ratemaking; and (iv.) the current rate structure for residential net metering customers is unjust515

and unreasonable because it does not reflect the costs imposed on and the benefits contributed516

to the system and unfairly shifts costs of net metering customers to other customers.32517

Q. WHAT ARE YOUR RESPONSES TO RMP’S CONCLUSIONS?518

A. First, I disagree with the conclusion that RMP’s costs of serving NEM customers in Utah are519

in excess of the benefits they provide to the system as a whole, whether those benefits are520

defined narrowly as in RMP’s studies, or if they are defined more broadly, as I analyze in the521

following section. Second, I disagree with RMP’s conclusion that the revenue received from522

NEM customers is insufficient to cover their cost of service. The testimony submitted by RMP523

witnesses and RMP’s responses to other parties’ discovery requests show that Utah NEM524

customers have not caused RMP to incur any significant incremental system costs in excess525

of costs that NEM customers have directly reimbursed, e.g., the costs associated with new526

bidirectional meters and local distribution network upgrades; nor have Utah NEM customers527

reduced the reliability of the Utah electricity transmission and distribution grid, or otherwise528

increased the costs and risks borne by non-NEM customers. Third, I disagree with RMP’s529

conclusion that NEM customers have “shifted costs” onto non-NEM customers in Utah. As530

32 RMP Compliance Filing, at p. 2.
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discussed above, the “shifted costs” asserted by RMP are not “new” costs created by the NEM531

program, but they are simply a result of the need for RMP to recover existing costs from fewer532

sales. In that sense, there are always “shifted costs” when customers reduce load through533

various actions or reasons – e.g., demand-side management (“DSM”) and EE – that RMP and534

the Commission encourage through various financial incentives (just as there are “shifted535

costs” in the other direction when customers increase load, e.g., via an electric vehicle536

purchase). The reduction in load resulting from a customer’s decision to install rooftop PV537

should not be treated any differently than other actions that customers take to manage and538

reduce their utility bills. Fourth, RMP’s cost of service studies lack sufficient details, the input539

data and modeling assumptions are flawed, and the results are unreliable, as I explain more540

fully below. Therefore, the Commission should not grant RMP’s requests.541

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW RMP PERFORMED THE ACOS AND CFCOS542

STUDIES.543

A. Mr. Meredith performed the ACOS study using the 2015 study year. He then performed the544

CFCOS study assuming that the NEM program does not exist. In performing the CFCOS, (i)545

he includes higher net power costs to supply energy (accounting for system losses) to replace546

energy generated by NEM customers; (ii) he removes NEM customers’ bill credits, both for547

behind-the-meter generation and exported energy; (iii) he removes costs associated with548

serving NEM customers, e.g., the avoided metering, billing, engineering, and administration549

costs associated with the NEM program; and (iv) he allocates increased system costs to Utah550

to reflect the higher demand that would have resulted in the absence of NEM. Next, Mr.551

Meredith compared the results of the CFCOS and ACOS, showing that the NEM program552

resulted in $2 million and $1.7 million in net costs for Utah and residential customers,553

respectively. In order to calculate the inputs for his CFCOS study, Mr. Meredith estimated554

what the energy consumption would have been for NEM customers, using their actual billing555
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data and estimating their generation production profile based on the sample from RMP’s load556

research data. His estimate of total NEM production is 52,877 MWh. Assuming this DSG557

output would have been supplied by central generating stations using the transmission system558

instead, Mr. Meredith added line losses to increase the counterfactual total generation to559

57,784 MWh. Based on this, Mr. Wilding estimated the change in net power cost between the560

ACOS and CFCOS.561

Mr. Meredith estimated the impact of removing NEM bill credits by taking the revenue562

difference between the actual billed revenue and the counterfactual full requirements revenue563

from NEM customers, including RMP’s “hypothetical” revenue associated with removing564

NEM customers’ behind-the-meter energy consumption. He estimated the value of the overall565

bill credits associated with the NEM program to be $4.2 million, of which he allocated $3566

million (71%) to residential customers. Next, Mr. Meredith estimated the increased costs567

associated with NEM customers, including increased metering, billing, engineering, and568

administration costs, based on RMP’s operations data. His estimate of overall increased costs569

associated with the net metering program is approximately $772,000, of which he allocated570

$553,000 (72%) to residential customers. Combining these elements, he concluded that the571

total cost to serve NEM customers is approximately $5 million ($4.2 million of bill credits,572

plus $772,000 of increased costs), of which he allocated $3.5 million (71%) to residential573

customers.574

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW RMP PERFORMED THE NEM BREAKOUT COS575

STUDY.576

A. Mr. Meredith also conducted the ACOS study by segregating NEM customers into a separate577

class (“NEM Breakout COS”). To do so, he began with the ACOS study and created separate578

NEM classes for the residential and other customer classes (Schedules 23, 6, 8, and 10). For579

these different NEM classes, he identified their characteristics, removed them from their580
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original classes, and assigned them to separate NEM classes. The characteristics he considered581

include energy and demand values, system coincident peak, distribution coincident peak, non-582

coincident peak, and other costs. Energy values were based on delivered energy; demand583

values were based on the load research study; system coincident peak and distribution584

coincident peak were based on energy deliveries to the customer; non-coincident peak was585

based on the maximum of either energy delivery or energy export; and other costs identified586

in the CFCOS study were directly assigned to the different NEM classes. Lastly, Mr. Meredith587

directly assigned excess energy credits to each NEM class based on the net power costs588

estimated in the CFCOS study, and he allocated the offsetting cost for the excess credits to all589

classes. Mr. Meredith then concluded that the cost of serving residential NEM customers is590

significantly different than the cost of serving other residential customers, and that the revenue591

collected from residential NEM customers is insufficient to cover the costs of serving them,592

i.e., 61% as compared to 90 to 109% for other customer classes.593

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH RMP’S ASSERTION THAT NEM CUSTOMERS SHIFT594

COSTS TO NON-NEM CUSTOMERS?595

A. No. As I discuss in more detail below, RMP’s own data shows that NEM customers have596

provided significant benefits to non-NEM customers, and RMP has not incurred any597

significant incremental costs in excess of costs that NEM customers have directly reimbursed598

(e.g., the costs associated with new bidirectional meters and local distribution network599

upgrades borne by NEM customers). In addition, it is also important to recognize that some600

amount of “cost shifting” or subsidization both within and among customer classes is601

inevitable under cost-of-service regulation; at issue is whether those are unduly602

discriminatory. For example, when a utility builds new power plant or invests in grid603

infrastructure to meet increasing electricity demands due to the interconnection of new604

customers, or due to an increase in certain customers’ use, all customers pay for such605
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investments, even though some customers – especially those who have invested in reducing606

their consumption – do not directly benefit from such investment.33 Similarly, the cost of607

electricity is much greater during times of peak demand, but utilities’ residential rates –608

including RMP’s rates – do not typically reflect this difference in cost. As a result, customers609

who use more power during peak times are effectively “subsidized” by other customers who610

use relatively less power during those times. By investing in rooftop PV systems, NEM611

customers not only reduce their use of energy during peak time periods, but they also supply612

power to other customers at those times.613

Q. HOW DO YOU DEFINE PEAK TIME PERIODS?614

A. Utilities often refer to many different time periods when they use the term “peak” period, both615

in their rate schedules, market transactions, and regulatory filings. In some contexts, RMP616

defines the peak period as 3 p.m. – 8 p.m.; in others, it defines it as 1 p.m. – 8 p.m. (e.g., in617

its time-of-day rider); in yet others it includes 8 a.m. – 10 a.m. (e.g., in its proposed demand618

charges for residential NEM customers in the winter months); and for some non-residential619

customers (under Schedule 6A), it includes 7 a.m. – 11 p.m. (in summer). Wholesale market620

contracts generally divide the day into 16 on-peak hours (6 a.m. – 10 p.m.) and 8 off-peak621

hours (10 p.m. – 6 a.m.) (Monday through Friday, excluding holidays). The system peak hour622

refers to a single hour (in a month, year, or season) corresponding to maximum system load,623

which will vary (by month, year, and season). In my analysis below, I specify whether I am624

referring to a single hour or a range of hours in referring to the “peak.” It is important to note,625

however, that on average, RMP’s annual average load profile shows relatively elevated load626

throughout the period from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. – which is precisely the period when DSG627

generates energy – with load dropping off relatively sharply before and after that time. Even628

33 There are also various policy-driven subsidies. For example, urban customers often subsidize rural customers, while high-
income customers often subsidize low-income customers, etc.
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during RMP’s summer system peak (June 30, 2015), load is close to its peak level throughout629

the 2 p.m. - 6 p.m. period (a period with significant solar output), dropping off sharply before630

and after that time.34631

Q. ACCORDING TO RMP, WHAT ARE THE TOTAL COSTS TO SERVE NEM632

CUSTOMERS?633

A. RMP estimates the total costs to serve NEM customers to be $5 million. RMP estimates that634

bill credits comprise 85% of these costs ($4.2 million), followed by engineering and635

administration costs ($528,000), metering costs ($161,000) and customer service and billing636

costs ($83,000). RMP estimates the costs to serve residential NEM customers to be $3 million,637

or 60% of total NEM costs.638

Q. WHAT ARE RMP’S COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH BILL CREDITS?639

A. It is important to keep in mind that RMP only provides bill credits for power exported to the640

grid. In its analysis, however, RMP considers both NEM customers’ behind-the-meter641

consumption and their excess energy exports to be costs associated with bill credits. On642

average, RMP estimates that residential NEM customers’ behind-the-meter consumption643

accounts for 44% of the energy they generate, with the remaining 56% exported to the grid.35644

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH RMP’S TREATMENT OF DG SOLAR’S BEHIND-THE-645

METER CONSUMPTION AS COSTS TO SERVE NEM CUSTOMERS?646

A. No. Since RMP does not compensate behind-the-meter consumption of DSG through bill647

credits, RMP should not have included such consumption as a “cost” in its cost of service648

study. RMP does not consider it a “cost” when customers reduce their load for any other649

reason, and it should not do so here, either; to do otherwise is to conflate costs and revenues,650

and to treat NEM customers in an unduly discriminatory manner. In its CFCOS study, RMP651

34 On that day, system load increased by only 3% between 2 p.m. and the 5 p.m. needle peak, and by less than 1% after 3 p.m.
35 RMP’s response to Vivint Solar data request 2.17(a).
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allocates about $3 million as bill credit “costs” associated with residential NEM customers.652

Since residential NEM customers consume about 44% of solar production on site, RMP653

should not have included about $1.3 million out of RMP’s $3 million in total estimated bill654

credit. This single change would reduce RMP’s asserted total residential NEM costs from $3.5655

million to $2.2 million, and it would reduce RMP’s asserted revenue shortfall (net cost) of656

residential NEM customers from $1.7 million to just $357,000.657

Q. WHAT IS YOUR BASIS FOR EXCLUDING BEHIND-THE-METER658

CONSUMPTION OF DSG FROM COSTS?659

A. Behind-the-meter consumption of a NEM customer is no different than a non-NEM customer660

who reduces day-time electricity consumption by installing a more efficient air conditioner,661

installing better insulation materials, or adjusting their thermostat to reduce power use during662

the day. RMP does not attempt to recover “lost revenue” from such customers, and behind-663

the-meter consumption by NEM customers should not be treated any differently.664

Q. ISN’T THERE A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DSG AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY,665

SINCE DSG AT TIMES SUPPLIES POWER TO THE GRID?666

A. Yes, but this difference does not justify treating behind-the-meter generation differently from667

other energy efficiency measures. NEM customers both reduce consumption and export668

power to the local grid, and appreciating these multiple roles of NEM customers, which669

change over the course of a day, is important in properly performing the cost of service studies670

and evaluating the results. Figure 5 below reproduces Mr. Marx’s stylized example of the671

power flows between the RMP system and a residential DSG customer over the course of a672

summer day (although this can vary considerably from customer to customer). From 10 p.m.673

to 6 a.m. (the side bands in dark green), a DSG customer is a regular residential customer,674

receiving their electricity from the grid and paying the full retail rate for this service. From 7675

a.m. to 10 a.m. and again from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. (the side bands in light brown), a DSG676
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customer reduces consumption with behind-the-meter generation in the same fashion as a677

regular residential customer reduces consumption with energy efficiency measures, and a678

DSG customer pays the full retail rate for their reduced usage during these hours. However,679

from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. (the middle band in light blue), PV production exceeds on-site680

consumption and a DSG customer exports power to the grid and receives bill credits from681

RMP (currently credited at the full retail rate). In these hours, a DSG customer acts like a682

small generator supplying 100% renewable energy to neighboring loads, and obviates the need683

for RMP to generate its own power (or purchase third-party power), which it would otherwise684

have to deliver over its transmission and distribution lines.685

Figure 5: Hypothetical power consumption by residential DSG customer36686

36 Direct testimony of Douglas L. Marx, at p. 6.
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Q. WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE FROM THIS DIFFERENCE?687

A. From this difference, I conclude that: (i) when NEM customers do not export power to the688

grid, they should not be treated differently than other DSM or EE customers; (ii) RMP’s “bill689

credits” (as estimated by RMP in this proceeding) associated with behind-the-meter690

consumption should be excluded from the cost of service study; and (iii) the value of exported691

energy should be determined separately outside of the cost of service framework, just as the692

value of DSM and EE programs is determined through a separate process. Indeed, the693

Commission has ordered that, in preparing the actual cost of service study, RMP “should not694

assign a price or value to the net metering customers’ excess energy other than as recognized695

in the net power cost analysis.”37696

Q. MR. MARX LABELED THE ABOVE FIGURE AS BEING “TYPICAL” FOR UTAH.697

IS THE PRODUCTION AND LOAD SHAPE REPRESENTATIVE OF UTAH698

RESIDENTAIL NEM CUSTOMERS?699

A. No, the above figure significantly overstates the amount of exports by a typical Utah700

residential NEM customer during the summer (or any other season). By overstating the701

amount of a residential NEM customer’s net exports, RMP greatly mischaracterizes the extent702

to which reverse flows from such customers are likely to require RMP to make investments703

on the local distribution system to handle such reverse flows. Figure 6 below compares the704

actual load profile of RMP’s NEM vs. non-NEM residential customers. On average, NEM705

customers still consume significant amounts of energy across all months. While on average,706

they do have significantly lower consumption than non-NEM customers during most of the707

system peak hours (3 p.m. to 8 p.m.), due to the output of their DSG systems, this reduction708

in consumption by NEM customers when it is of the greatest value should be considered a709

system benefit, not a system cost. During RMP’s peak hours (3 p.m. to 8 p.m.) in 2015, a710

37 November 2015 Order, at p. 9.
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typical residential NEM customer consumed about 12% less energy than a typical non-NEM711

residential customer, and they exported to the grid about 31% of a non-NEM residential712

customer’s consumption during peak hours, which was consumed by neighboring non-NEM713

customers. If the peak period is defined as between 1 p.m. and 8 p.m., which RMP uses as the714

peak period for its current experimental time-of-day rider, residential NEM customers715

consumed 19% less energy than non-NEM customers, and they exported 46% of a non-NEM716

customer’s consumption.717

Figure 6: Average load profile of NEM vs. non-NEM residential customers718

719

Q. HAVE YOU COMPARED THE USAGE OF RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS BEFORE720

AND AFTER THEY INSTALL ROOFTOP SOLAR?721

A. Yes, at least to the extent possible with the limited information collected by RMP. Figure 7722

below compares the load profile of a typical RMP residential NEM customer before and after723

installing a rooftop PV system. Using RMP’s load research data, I estimated the complete724

profile of the average NEM customer’s usage characteristics, including production, on-site725

consumption, energy exported to the grid, and energy delivered from the grid. On average,726
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the load for an average residential NEM customer would have been approximately 11,832727

kWh annually in the absence of a rooftop PV system. With such a system, their load declines728

to approximately 9,226 kWh annually, a decline of 22% on an overall annual basis. Most of729

this reduction in residential NEM customers’ load occurs during peak hours, thereby730

significantly reducing their burden on the system. For example, between 3 p.m. and 8 p.m.,731

RMP residential customers are able to reduce their load by 32% by installing DSG systems.732

Expanding the peak time period to between 1 p.m. and 8 p.m. shows a 38% reduction in load.733

At the system peak hour of 5 p.m., residential NEM customers are able to reduce their load734

by nearly 40%, and by nearly 60% at 2 p.m. as the system approaches its peak hour.735

Figure 7: Estimated residential customer load profile before and after DSG installation736

Q. WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF YOUR CONCLUSIONS ABOVE FOR THIS737

PROCEEDING?738

A. There are several. First, since they both reduce consumption, NEM customers should not be739

segregated from other DSM/EE customers in a separate rate class, nor should they be740

effectively penalized for alleged “cost shifting” resulting from their reduction in consumption.741
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The Commission discourages high consumption through tiered rates and financial incentives742

to reduce consumption. NEM customers have helped the Commission meet its objectives by743

reducing their consumption, particularly during peak hours when both PV production and air-744

conditioning demand – the dominant source of residential consumption – is high. Second,745

RMP’s alleged revenue shortfall (net costs) to serve NEM customers become insignificant if746

the asserted “costs” associated with the behind-the-meter consumption are removed from the747

cost of service study. Third, RMP’s cost parity ratio for residential NEM customers increases748

significantly if their exported energy is valued at the retail rate, consistent with how it is749

consumed and paid for by neighboring residential customers on the same circuit.750

Q. WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE TO RMP’S ESTIMATE OF INCREASED COSTS TO751

SERVE NEM CUSTOMERS?752

A. RMP estimates that it costs $772,000 to serve NEM customers, of which $161,000 is753

attributable to increased metering costs, $528,000 to increased engineering/administration754

costs, and $83,000 to increased customer service costs for NEM customers.38 As a general755

matter, RMP should include only actual incremental costs in excess of those it would756

otherwise incur, and it should remove any costs either paid or reimbursed by NEM customers.757

Q. HAS RMP IDENTIFIED ANY SUCH INCREMENTAL COSTS?758

A. No, RMP has not provided any data demonstrating that the above cost figures represent the759

actual incremental costs to serve NEM customers, rather than simply an allocation of the same760

amount of costs that RMP would have otherwise incurred. Many of these activities involve761

the same types of activities or analyses that RMP’s staff perform for all its customers. For762

example, RMP must perform distribution planning to interconnect new customers, whether763

they are a NEM or non-NEM customer. For example, when a new load submits an764

38 For residential NEM customers, the amount is $553,000, of which $112,000 is attributable to increased metering costs,
$369,000 to increased engineering/administration costs, and $72,000 to increased customer service costs.
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interconnection application, RMP studies any reliability issues associated with an application765

and develops a solution, if needed (such as increasing the wire size or installing equipment to766

regulate voltages).767

Q. IS IT LIKELY THAT IT TAKES MORE TIME TO PROCESS APPLICATIONS FOR768

RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS THAN NON-NEM CUSTOMERS?769

A. Yes. Since residential DSG customers both consume power from the grid and export power770

to the grid, this can increase the complexity of processing NEM applications and can771

conceivably cause incremental administration, engineering, and metering-related costs,772

particularly as the number of applications increase. If there are such incremental costs,773

however, they can be recovered in the Application fee.774

Q. WHO PAYS FOR ANY INCREMENTAL INTERCONNECTION COSTS775

ASSOCIATED WITH RESIDENTIAL DSG SYSTEMS?776

A. Any customer who seeks a NEM interconnection must pay for any necessary costs resulting777

from that interconnection. As RMP stated, “Any modification required to the distribution778

system to accommodate a solar interconnection will be paid for by the customer, in accordance779

with Commission interconnection rules and regulations.”39 To date, NEM customers have780

paid more than $240,000,40 while RMP has not paid any additional costs associated with the781

asserted increase in NEM customers’ use of the system.41 Of the $240,000 in upgrades paid782

by NEM customers, $228,000 was spent on upgrading 26 transformers, and $14,000 was spent783

on upgrades to 10 secondary lines – all fully borne by NEM customers.42784

39 RMP response to Vivint Solar data request 2.11.
40 RMP’s original estimate of $251,166 (RMP response to DPU data request 6.5(b)) was revised to $240,092 in RMP’s

response to Vote Solar data request 3.7.
41 RMP response to DPU data request 6.5(b).
42 RMP responses to Vivint Solar data requests 2.9 and 2.10.
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Q. DO OTHER CUSTOMERS BENEFIT FROM THESE UPGRADES?785

A. Yes, in the long run. These upgrades help to reinforce the local distribution network and avoid786

the need for at least some upgrades in the future, the costs of which would have been borne787

by all customers. RMP did not consider this benefit to non-NEM customers in its analysis.788

Q. HAS RMP INCURRED ANY INCREMENTAL MAINTANANCE (EMERGENCY OR789

ROUTINE) COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE NEM SYSTEMS?790

A. No. RMP stated that “[t]o date, there has been no increase in maintenance activities on the791

distribution system related to distributed net energy metering (NEM) generation due to the792

low number of installations.”43793

Q. HOW MANY NEW EMPLOYEES DID RMP HIRE IN UTAH IN 2015 AS A RESULT794

OF THE NEM PROGRAM?795

A. RMP stated that one employee was hired in Utah in 2015 as a result of the growth of the NEM796

program. However, that employee began work in early 2016.44797

Q. HAS RMP PROVIDED ANY DATA TO SUPPORT ITS CLAIM THAT RMP798

REALLOCATED COSTS AND RESOURCES TO ADMINISTER THE NEM799

PROGRAM IN UTAH IN 2015?800

A. No. Without such data, it is not feasible to quantify RMP’s actual incremental costs associated801

with the NEM program.45802

Q. HAS RMP PROVIDED DATA SHOWING WHAT FRACTION OF DISTRIBUTION803

UPGRADE COSTS ARE INCREMENTAL TO SERVE NEM CUSTOMERS?804

A. No. In 2015, RMP authorized about 2,400 new distribution upgrade projects to serve new805

customers in Utah. However, RMP stated that it does not know if any of these are related to806

NEM customers, since RMP cannot determine whether a given project is a new line807

43 RMP response to DPU data request 6.6(d). Emphasis added.
44 RMP response to Vivint Solar data request 2.26.
45 RMP response to Vivint Solar data request 2.26(e).
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construction only or whether it included an upgrade of existing facilities, nor does RMP808

review whether any given project is at all related to NEM vs. non-NEM customer use or809

needs.46810

Q. WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE NET COST OR BENEFIT OF THE811

RESIDENTIAL NEM PROGRAM?812

A. I estimate that the NEM program provides a net benefit to RMP and its residential customers813

of $200,000. This estimate results from correcting the errors in RMP’s analysis that I814

identified above. First, as explained above, RMP should remove bill credits associated with815

behind-the-meter consumption. This adjustment reduces RMP’s estimate of the total cost to816

serve residential NEM customers from $3.5 million to $2.2 million. Second, since there is no817

evidence that RMP actually incurred significant incremental costs to serve NEM customers,818

such uncertain costs should be excluded from the study, which reduces the total cost to819

approximately $1.7 million. RMP claims that the total benefit provided by residential NEM820

customers is approximately $1.9 million. This would then show that the NEM program821

provides a net benefit in Utah of about $200,000, rather than a net cost of $1.7 million, as822

asserted by RMP. The amount of this net benefit would significantly increase if all of the823

benefits were included in the analysis, as I explain in the following section.824

Q. HOW DOES THE $1.7 MILLION NET COST CLAIMED BY RMP DUE TO825

RESIDENTIAL ROOFTOP SOLAR CUSTOMERS IMPACT A TYPICAL826

RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER’S MONTHLY BILL?827

A. RMP’s actual revenue shortfall amount is negligible to non-existent, as shown above. Even if828

RMP’s revenue shortfall estimate were correct, however, it would account for a very small829

fraction of RMP’s residential revenue requirement. For example, in 2015, RMP’s asserted830

46 RMP response to Vote Solar data request 4.5.
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$1.659 million revenue shortfall due to residential NEM customers is just 0.23% of total831

residential revenue.832

Q. HOW DOES RMP’S ALLEGED REVENUE SHORTFALL DUE TO RESIDENTIAL833

NEM CUSTOMERS COMPARE TO REVENUES FROM OTHER CLASSES?834

A. Depending on the customer class, RMP has either under-recovered or over-recovered from835

other customer classes. These amounts, however, are much greater than the $1.659 million in836

claimed under-recovered costs from NEM customers in RMP’s current filing. For example,837

in 2015, RMP under-recovered over $30 million from residential customers,47 while RMP838

over-recovered about $38 million from the Schedule 6 (large general service) customers.48839

Q. MR. MEREDITH CONCLUDES FROM HIS NEM BREAKOUT COS STUDY THAT840

RMP RECOVERS ONLY 61% OF COSTS TO SERVE RESIDENTIAL NEM841

CUSTOMERS. DO YOU AGREE?842

A. No. This conclusion is incorrect because RMP has underestimated the value of exported843

energy in the NEM Breakout COS study. In 2015, residential NEM customers exported about844

16 million kWh of excess energy to the grid. Figure 8 shows the amount of exported energy845

by each block on a monthly basis.49 I calculate the annual value of the exported energy by846

multiplying the kWh amount of each energy block to the corresponding rate and summing847

them over the year. This results in about $1.74 million for the Schedule 1 residential NEM848

customers. RMP, however, has assigned just $363,170 for the total value of excess NEM849

credits, inclusive of offsetting costs in the NEM Breakout COS study. Applying the full value850

of exported bill credits, the resulting cost recovery increases to about 91%, meaning that RMP851

is adequately recovering the costs to serve residential NEM customers.852

47 Meredith work paper, “2016.11.09 - 51 - Rocky Mtn Pwr - Exhibit B - Exhibit RMP (RMM-2) Summary of Results for
ACOS and CFCOS,” “Page 1” tab.

48 Id.
49 RMP’s residential rates are based on three blocks: Tier 1 (less than 400 KWh); Tier 2 (more than 400 kWh); and Tier 3

(more than 1,000 KWh). Rates vary by Tier: 8.85 cents/kWh for Tier 1; 10.7 cents for Tier 2; and 14.5 cents for Tier 3.
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Figure 8: Amount of exported energy by each tier level on a monthly basis (kWh).853

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE HOW RMP PERFORMED ITS NET POWER COST854

ANALYSIS.855

A. Mr. Wilding conducted RMP’s net power cost (NPC) analysis to quantify the avoided energy856

and line losses provided by NEM customers. Using RMP’s production cost model (the GRID),857

he calculated the NPC benefits of the NEM program by comparing the output of two GRID858

studies with and without NEM generation. His results show that about 58,000 MWh of NEM859

generation is replaced by a mix of market purchases (69%), coal (29%), and gas generation860

(2%). After accounting for $2.83/MWh of solar integration cost, Mr. Wilding concludes that861

58,000 MWh of NEM generation provides $1.3 million (or $22.28/MWh) of NPC benefits in862

2015.863

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH THE RESULTS OF MR. WILDING’S NET POWER COST864

ANALYSIS?865

A. No. Overall, RMP’s estimate of $22.28/MWh is incomplete, as it only includes NPC benefits866

associated with avoided energy and line losses, and it ignores other benefits such as avoided867
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capacity benefits. RMP’s estimate of $22.28/MWh is even lower than RMP’s QF avoided868

cost of $50/MWh in 2015.50 In addition, Mr. Wilding’s NPC analysis contains several errors869

that bias his results downward.870

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE ERRORS YOU HAVE IDENTIFIED.871

A. There are at least two errors with Mr. Wilding’s analysis. First, Mr. Wilding assumes that only872

2% of NEM production is replaced with natural gas generation, while the remaining 98% of873

the output is replaced with either cheaper baseload coal or market purchases. It is more874

reasonable to expect that the output from DSG reduces the marginal (highest cost) output at875

the top of the dispatch stack. In addition, Mr. Wilding does not include variable O&M costs,876

and he applies average rather than marginal heat rates. Both of these errors underestimate the877

avoided energy costs. Second, Mr. Wilding’s solar integration cost estimate is outdated. In878

fact, RMP has updated the solar PV integration costs from $2.83/MWh, as is being used, to879

$0.60/MWh.51 Since Mr. Wilding subtracts solar integration costs from the NEM benefits880

associated with avoided energy and line losses, RMP’s NPC estimate is understated.881

Q. WHAT IS RMP’S BASIS FOR ITS PROPOSAL TO SEGREGATE RESIDENTIAL882

NEM CUSTOMERS INTO A DISTINCT RATE CLASS?883

A. RMP provides three reasons for segregating residential NEM customers into a separate class:884

(i) the usage characteristics of NEM customers differ from other residential customers; (2)885

NEM customers use the grid more than other customers; and (3) peak generation of NEM886

customers does not coincide in time with RMP’s peak load, and thus NEM customers have a887

modest ability to reduce peak load.52888

50 Direct testimony of Paul Clements on behalf of RMP, at p. 4:72-74. Docket No. 14-035-114 (Submitted July 30, 2015). “My
testimony shows that the value or benefit of distributed solar generation using an avoided cost method such as Schedule 37
(the “benefit” in our cost-benefit analysis) is currently equal to approximately five cents per kilowatt-hour…”

51 PacifiCorp 2017 IRP Table 6.2, at p. 111.
52 Direct testimony of Gary W. Hoogeveen, at lines 186 – 199.
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Q. WHY DOES RMP BELIEVE THAT THE USAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF NEM889

CUSTOMERS DIFFER FROM OTHER RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS?890

A. RMP alleges that its load research study for residential NEM customers shows that: (i) they891

have a different load profile than other residential customers, but not necessarily a different892

peak requirement; (ii) their reduced usage results in lower load factors compared to other893

residential customers; and (iii) they use the system differently than low-usage residential894

customers, since they use the grid not only to import energy, but also to export excess energy.895

Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE RMP’S LOAD RESEARCH STUDY.896

A. RMP installed 52 load research profile meters on a small sample of residential NEM897

customers to measure the delivered and exported energy from their solar systems. Of those 52898

customers, RMP received permission to install 36 production profile meters to measure the899

solar generation from their systems. RMP asserts that the data from the 52 load research900

profile meters show that the profile of residential solar customers have distinctly different901

usage characteristics than other residential customers, and while those NEM customers take902

less energy (kWh) from the grid after they install their solar systems, their overall demand903

(kW) requirements are not reduced proportionally.53904

Q. PLEASE COMMENT ON RMP’S LOAD RESEARCH STUDY.905

A. RMP’s very limited load research study is a statistically insufficient and unreliable basis for906

the Commission to use in implementing a radical change in the NEM rate design, as RMP907

proposes. RMP is unable to collect adequate information on its residential customers due to908

the very limited capabilities of its metering infrastructure. RMP tried to overcome this909

deficiency with its very limited load research study for a very small sample of customers,910

which was selected based on 2014 data, when the number of residential NEM customers was911

53 Direct testimony of Joelle R. Steward, at lines 56 – 59.
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a much smaller number than it is today. Even for this small sample of customers, RMP has912

not collected detailed data on NEM customers’ usage before and after installing solar systems913

– which is particularly important in assessing how these systems have caused their use to914

change, e.g., in reducing their peak load.54 Most importantly, the variance of the available data915

from both the NEM and non-NEM sample of customers is so large that observed differences916

in usage characteristics of these two samples are not statistically meaningful.917

Q. PLEASE EXPLAIN.918

A. The sample size used by RMP was comprised of only 52 NEM customers for the load profile919

study and only 36 customers for the production profile study. RMP selected this small sample920

in December 2014, based on a population of only 1,578 residential DSG customers in Utah.921

As of March 2017, there were approximately 19,000 residential DSG customers in Utah, a922

number that is expected to grow significantly in the future. Residential customers who have923

adopted DSG more recently may well have different usage or production characteristics than924

earlier adopters of DSG technologies, given the continued decline in solar panel costs,925

changes in panel technology, etc. By comparison, in support of its recent rate case filing, APS926

analyzed the hourly data of over 37,000 residential DSG customers in Arizona (about 67% of927

the 55,000 residential DSG customers to date).55 Given the rapid changes in residential DSG928

adoption in Utah, a more up-to-date study based on a larger sample size is essential to assess929

accurately how residential NEM customers differ from non-NEM customers in their usage930

patterns, and to assess if these differences are significant in any meaningful sense as it relates931

to cost-causation. A sound factual basis is the sine qua non for reasoned decision-making932

54 UCE data request 6.2 requested hourly, monthly, and annual consumption; peak loads; and annual load factors for each
residential customer with DSG, for the twelve months before and after the installation of their DSG system. RMP responded
that it only collected information for 2015.

55 Direct testimony of James A. Heidell before the Arizona Corporation Commission, Docket No. E-01345A-16-0036
(February 3, 2017), at p. 5.
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regarding whether to segregate residential NEM customers into a separate rate class. RMP’s933

limited load research study is inadequate for this task.934

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH RMP THAT NEM CUSTOMERS’ LOAD FACTORS ARE935

FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT THAN THOSE OF OTHER CUSTOMERS?936

A. No. Even accepting at face value the limited samples selected by RMP and the limited data937

collected, RMP’s own analysis of customer load factors shows that the load factors for938

residential NEM and non-NEM customers are not meaningfully different, as shown in Figure939

9 below.56 The mean and standard deviation of the load factors for the 52 residential NEM940

customers are 25% and 10%, compared to 26% and 8% (respectively) for the 195 residential941

non-NEM customers. In terms of the “tails” of the distribution, the 20th and 80th percentile942

load factors for the NEM customers are 17% and 33%, compared to 19% and 32%943

(respectively) for non-NEM customers. Thus, the load factors for RMP’s selected sample of944

residential NEM solar customers are not significantly different from those for other residential945

customers. I performed a formal statistical test to verify this conclusion.57946

56 RMP’s response to DPU DR 4.3.
57 I applied the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS test) to test if the distribution of load factors between the NEM and non-NEM

customers are significantly different in the samples provided by RMP. The KS test is similar to other statistical tests that
compare the difference in means between two samples (e.g., a t-test), but it has a more general applicability. In general, if
the resulting p-value is larger than 0.1, the two samples are considered to be drawn from the same distribution. Applying the
KS test to the two customer samples results in a p-value of approximately 0.3, meaning that that there are no statistically
significant differences between the distribution of observations in the two samples. For a description of the KS test, see: E.
Noether, “A brief survey of nonparametric statistics,” in R.V. Hogg (ed.), Studies in Statistics, Math. Assoc. Amer. (1978);
or M. Hollander and D.A. Wolfe, Nonparametric Statistical Methods, Wiley (1973).
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Figure 9: Load factor distribution for NEM and non-NEM customers.947

Q. HAVE YOU ANALYZED OTHER USAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF RESIDENTIAL948

NEM VS. NON-NEM CUSTOMERS?949

A. Yes. In addition to the load factors, I also analyzed the energy consumption (delivered load)950

for residential NEM and non-NEM customers on a monthly basis, as shown in Figure 10951

below. On average, NEM customers consume more energy than non-NEM customers (769952

kWh vs. 710 kWh, respectively), although this varies somewhat by season. Residential NEM953

customers purchase more energy from RMP than non-NEM customers in the winter months954

(November – February); their monthly consumption declines to a level that is effectively the955

same as for non-NEM residential customers during the shoulder months (March – May and956

September – October); and their consumption is slightly lower than for non-NEM residential957

customers in the summer (June – August). This indicates that on average, NEM customers958

must have been high-usage customers before installing their solar systems; that even after959

installing solar systems, they continue to consume energy purchased from RMP consistent960

with or higher than the average consumption of other residential customers (across all961
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months); and that their consumption is lower than that of other customers during the summer962

(when their solar output is highest) – precisely when it is of the greatest value to the system963

for NEM customers to reduce their consumption. The monthly on-peak consumption data for964

residential NEM and non-NEM customers generally show a similar pattern.58965

Figure 10: Residential NEM vs. non-NEM average monthly energy consumption966

967

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH RMP’S ASSERTION THAT NEM CUSTOMERS PLACE A968

GREATER BURDEN ON THE SYSTEM THAN NON-NEM CUSTOMERS?969

A. No. First, the amount of excess power exported to the grid by NEM customers is far too small970

to have any meaningful impact on the RMP system. In July 2015, the average rooftop solar971

customer exported less than 0.3 kWh of solar generation, which is a minute quantity as972

compared to the corresponding average Utah load of more than 3,300 MWh. Second, Figure973

11 below compares the average hourly load profile of the entire Utah system, non-NEM974

residential customers, NEM customers, and NEM excess energy exports during July 2015. I975

58 On-peak hours during October – April are 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday – Friday, except
holidays. During May – September, on-peak hours are 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., Monday – Friday, except holidays.
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have normalized the hourly profile values relative to the corresponding mean of each976

distribution to enable a comparison, since the average hourly load of Utah is vastly greater977

than both average hourly NEM and non-NEM customer loads and excess energy exports.978

Values greater than 1 in Figure 11 are larger than the average of the corresponding distribution,979

and vice-versa.59 (Following the procedure used by RMP’s witnesses, all hours are measured980

in Pacific Prevailing Time, at the hour-ending time.) Several observations are in order. First,981

the Utah system load peaks at 5 p.m., as compared to 7 p.m. for residential non-NEM982

customers’ load peak, 9 p.m. for residential NEM customers’ load peak, and 2 p.m. for983

residential NEM customers’ excess energy production peak. Second, at the system peak, the984

load from non-NEM customers is 50% greater than their daily average, but the load from985

NEM customers is slightly less than their daily average load. Third, even at the 5 p.m. system986

peak, NEM customers’ solar systems still provide more than 60% of their maximum excess987

output to the grid, which helps to lower the system peak. Fourth, on average, NEM customers988

consume the most at 9 p.m., i.e., 4 hours after the system peak and 2 hours past the residential989

peak, which means that the timing of their peak consumption puts less of a burden on the990

system peak than residential non-NEM customers.991

59 For example, a value of 1.5 for the Utah hourly load profile corresponds to 4,973 MW, while a value of 1.5 for the NEM
export profile corresponds to less than 0.5 kW.
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Figure 11: Comparison of standardized hourly load profiles (July 2015)992

Q. MR. MARX ASSERTS THAT RMP MUST HANDLE REVERSE POWER FLOWS993

CAUSED BY NEM CUSTOMERS. DO YOU AGREE?994

A. No. RMP cannot “handle” something it does not measure, attempt to control, or otherwise995

respond to. In response to a discovery request for reverse power flow data on the upstream996

distribution system, RMP testified that such data is not available because “metering systems997

are not capable of differentiating sources of energy generation.”60 In fact, RMP does not need998

to measure or manage reverse power flows at current levels of residential DSG penetration,999

because NEM customers’ exported power is consumed by neighboring loads before it reaches1000

the upstream distribution system. Mr. Marx’s assertion that RMP “handles” reverse power1001

flows is therefore entirely speculative and unsupported by any evidence that such reverse1002

flows exist.1003

60 RMP Response to Vote Solar Data Request 4.2.
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Q. HAS RMP PROVIDED ANY DATA SHOWING CHANGES IN THE USE OF1004

DISTRIBUTION CIRCUITS AS A RESULT OF RESIDENTIAL DSG SYSTEMS?1005

A. No. RMP stated that “[t]he limited data available does not provide enough historical data to1006

provide for any meaningful analysis at this time.”611007

Q. HAS RMP PROVIDED ANY EVIDENCE OF ANY ACTUAL REVERSE POWER1008

FLOWS PAST THE SECONDARY TRANSFORMER DUE TO NEM CUSTOMERS?1009

A. No. RMP stated that it does not meter electric energy at the secondary transformer.621010

Q. HAS RMP PROVIDED DATA TO DETERMINE WHAT FRACTION OF REVERSE1011

POWER FLOWS IS CONSUMED WITHIN THE SECONDARY DISTRIBUTION1012

SYSTEM?1013

A. No. RMP stated that existing metering systems are not capable of differentiating sources of1014

energy generation.63 As a matter of physics, however, most of the excess energy from the1015

NEM systems will flow to serve the nearest load within the secondary distribution system.1016

Q. HAS RMP INCREASED THE SIZE OF THE LOCAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM TO1017

ACCOMMODATE REVERSE POWER FLOWS FROM NEM CUSTOMERS?1018

A. No.641019

Q. WHY IS THAT?1020

A. First, at current levels of DSG penetration, all excess energy is used by neighboring customers.1021

Second, residential non-NEM customers’ peak demand in summer is generally higher than1022

NEM customers’ peak exports in spring. Mr. Marx asserts that peak exports for rooftop solar1023

in Utah typically occur during spring, when temperatures are mild and residential loads are1024

relatively low. Excess energy then decreases in summer, as temperatures rise and residential1025

61 RMP response to DPU data request 6.8.
62 RMP response to Vote Solar data request 1.13.
63 RMP response to Vote Solar data request 4.3.
64 RMP response to DPU data request 6.6.
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loads reach their annual peak. He then concludes that the local distribution system must be1026

sized to accommodate the greater of the two, and to handle the greater reverse power flows in1027

the spring months, which means the local distribution system must be sized to accommodate1028

30 to 50% more than normal. These hypothetical concerns, however, are not supported by the1029

data. For example, Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the generation profile for NEM power1030

exports as compared to load profiles for residential NEM and non-NEM customers in April1031

and July 2015, respectively. Average peak power exports in April are about 50% more than1032

those in July, but the average April peak exports from rooftop solar systems (1.4 kW) is still1033

lower in magnitude than the July peak demand for residential non-NEM customers (over 21034

kW). It is also important to bear in mind that these are average statistics on a per customer1035

basis; the fact that there are many more residential non-NEM customers than NEM customers,1036

whether in the aggregate or on a given circuit, means that Utah is far from needing any1037

additional distribution investments to accommodate reverse power flows by NEM customers.1038

Figure 12: Generation profile for power exports as compared to load profiles for1039
residential NEM and non-NEM customers in April 2015.1040
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Figure 13: Generation profile for power exports as compared to load profiles for1041
residential NEM and non-NEM customers in July 20151042

Q. HAS RMP ACCOUNTED FOR AVOIDED DISTRIBUTION INVESTMENTS1043

PROVIDED BY NEM CUSTOMERS?1044

A. No. Mr. Marx alleges in his testimony that DSG does not reduce peak demand on the1045

distribution system sufficiently to warrant a reduction in infrastructure. To support his claim,1046

Mr. Marx presented the results of the neighborhood rooftop solar study for the area served by1047

the Northeast #16 circuit, showing that DSG offsets at most 7% of the peak demand on the1048

circuit. He also presented another study, showing that DSG reduces the peak circuit loading1049

by only 3.6% at the Bingham #11 circuit. Since the data show that NEM customers do reduce1050

system peak load, RMP should have reflected this as a benefit of the NEM program in its1051

analysis.1052

Q. HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO MR. MARX’S STUDIES?1053

A. First, my review of the Bingham #11 circuit study shows a 6.8% circuit peak reduction, rather1054

than a 3.6% reduction, as reported by Mr. Marx. Second, and more importantly, since every1055
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distribution planning area and feeder will have a different amount of load reduction capability1056

due to various local characteristics, it is premature to reach a meaningful conclusion based on1057

the two circuit level studies. Rather, aggregate DSG coincidence at the system peak level1058

should be calculated to estimate avoided distribution capacity costs. If such system data is1059

used as a whole, DSG may provide a sufficient reduction in peak load to reduce the need for1060

certain distribution infrastructure investments.1061

Q. MR. MARX ASSERTS THAT NEM CUSTOMERS USE THE GRID MORE THAN1062

NON-NEM CUSTOMERS.65 DO YOU AGREE?1063

A. No, and it is my view that the methodology Mr. Marx uses in concluding otherwise is flawed.1064

A NEM customer either imports power from the grid or exports excess energy to the grid, and1065

not both at the same time. Therefore, it is incorrect to measure a NEM customer’s grid use by1066

summing up the absolute value of a NEM customer’s energy flows, as Mr. Marx did in his1067

testimony.66 When NEM customers import power from the grid, they use the grid less than1068

they would otherwise, because they consume a significant fraction of their energy on site1069

through behind-the-meter generation. When NEM customers export power to the grid, they1070

also use the grid less than they would otherwise, because their exported power is consumed1071

by neighboring loads, and thus RMP does not have to use its transmission and distribution1072

grid to deliver power to the same load from distant power sources. Lastly, since NEM1073

customers’ exported energy is consumed locally, it does not use RMP’s upstream substations1074

and long-distance transmission network. In its cost of service study, RMP ignores the fact that1075

net exports from NEM customers do not use RMP’s substations and long-distance1076

transmission network. Since NEM customers do export excess generation back on the grid in1077

certain hours, they do use the grid differently (at times) than other residential customers; but1078

65 Direct testimony of Douglas L. Marx, at pp. 5:92 – 7:116.
66 Id.
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other residential customers benefit from that “different use,” and RMP has submitted no1079

evidence to support the conclusion that this “different use” has caused RMP to incur additional1080

costs. On the contrary, the “different use” associated with NEM customers’ exports reduces1081

line-loadings on the local distribution network during time periods when that reduction is of1082

value to the system. Furthermore, the recipients of that exported power (neighboring1083

customers) obtain that excess energy as if it had come from RMP’s resources – and they pay1084

RMP for that power at the full retail rate, i.e., inclusive of embedded transmission and1085

distribution costs, generation capacity and fuel costs, line losses, etc.1086

Q. IN ITS COS STUDIES, HAS RMP CONSIDERED THE FACT THAT REDUCED1087

LOAD FROM NEM CUSTOMERS LOWERS UTAH’S REGIONAL COST1088

ALLOCATIONS FROM PACIFICORP?1089

A. Yes, but only to a limited extent. First, NEM customers’ reduced load benefits all Utah1090

ratepayers by reducing RMP’s regional capacity cost allocation to Utah. In addition, a1091

reduction in peak load in Utah – whether it results from DSG, energy efficiency, or simply a1092

change in customer behavior – will also reduce the total amount of PacifiCorp’s fixed1093

(capacity) costs, as many of PacifiCorp’s assets are used to serve customers across its multi-1094

state footprint. RMP did not consider these system-level benefits that DSG customers provide1095

in reducing PacifiCorp’s aggregate system investment needs, as reflected in its integrated1096

resource plan (“IRP”). I consider this as part of the long-term benefits of DSG, which I analyze1097

in the following section.1098

V. Additional Benefits of Residential DSG in Utah1099

Q. WILL A COST OF SERVICE FRAMEWORK CAPTURE ALL OF THE BENEFITS1100

OF DSG, AS IN A COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS?1101

A. No. Generally, a COS study is a relatively well-defined tool to determine a utility’s costs to1102

serve customers, and to assign those costs to different customer classes. By focusing on a1103
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single test-year, a COS study by definition cannot capture either the long-term costs or long-1104

term benefits of the policy or program under consideration – nor does it typically need to in a1105

rate case, in which the purpose is to ensure that costs are reasonably allocated among different1106

customer classes. By contrast, a cost-benefit study is typically broader in scope, as the process1107

of quantifying all the relevant costs and benefits of a given policy or program (such as NEM)1108

often requires a very different analytical framework and a longer timeframe. While future1109

costs and benefits are often difficult to quantify, they should still be considered in evaluating1110

policies and programs.1111

Q. HAS THE COMMISSION ADOPTED A LONG-TERM COST-BENEFIT1112

APPROACH IN EVALUATING OTHER PROGRAMS?1113

A. Yes. Pursuant to the Commission’s guidance, RMP has been using a long-term cost-benefit1114

approach in evaluating the benefits and costs of demand-side resource (“DSR”), small-scale1115

renewable resources, and EE programs.67 There is no meaningful difference between NEM1116

and other demand-reduction programs (e.g., DSM and EE) that would prevent a similar1117

approach from being used to evaluate the long-term costs and benefits of the NEM program.681118

Supply-side resources are also evaluated over the lifetime of the specific resource.1119

Q. IS IT CUSTOMARY TO USE A ONE-YEAR TIME PERIOD TO ESTIMATE THE1120

BENEFITS OF NEM?1121

A. No, I have reviewed numerous NEM cost-benefit studies, and I have not previously1122

encountered one that relies on a single-year, COS framework. There is relatively broad1123

consensus that the benefits of NEM will accrue over the entire lifetime of the deployed1124

technology, e.g., 25 years or longer for DSG, and thus most cost-benefit studies adopt a longer-1125

67 See, e.g., Public Service Commission of Utah, “In the Matter of the Proposed Revisions to the Utah Demand Side Resource
Program Performance Standards,” Docket No. 09-035-27. Order issued October 7, 2009; Utah Demand Side Management
and Other Resources Benefits and Costs Analysis Guidelines and Recommendations,” (April 2009).

68 See, e.g., RMP response to Vote Solar data request 4.13 and references therein.
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time horizon to assess accurately its actual benefits. NEM systems provide long-term benefits1126

to both NEM and non-NEM customers in terms of reduced energy, reduced system losses,1127

reduced generation, transmission and distribution capacity costs, and reduced emissions.1128

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF THE LONG-TERM VALUE OF DSG?1129

A. Yes. Two recent examples demonstrate how NEM customers have reduced costs for all1130

ratepayers. While these examples are not specific to Utah, due its currently very low level of1131

DSG penetration, they are indicative of the magnitude of financial benefits achievable with1132

DSG, if it is appropriately integrated into RMP’s planning process. First, in New York City,1133

rather than investing in transmission facilities, Consolidated Edison has been able to deploy a1134

mix of DSG and energy efficiency measures to address a sharp increase in New York City’s1135

demand for power. The conventional transmission solution (i.e., adding a substation) would1136

have cost more than $1.2 billion, but the demand-side solution will cost only about $2001137

million.69 These savings of $1 billion in reduced transmission investments is a direct financial1138

benefit to all customers in New York. Second, in March 2016, CAISO announced it was1139

canceling 13 transmission projects that previously had been planned for the PG&E service1140

territory, due to the effect of DSG and energy efficiency programs in reducing load forecasts1141

in that area. The canceled projects include planned line improvements, transformer1142

replacements, and bus upgrades, which resulted in $192 million in transmission cost savings1143

for all customers.701144

69 Utility Dive, “The non-wire alternative: ConEd's Brooklyn-Queens pilot rejects traditional grid upgrades,” (August 3, 2016).
Available at http://www.utilitydive.com/news/the-non-wire-alternative-coneds-brooklyn-queens-pilot-rejects-
traditional/423525/ (last accessed on May 18, 2017).

70 Greentech Media, “Californians Just Saved $192 Million Thanks to Efficiency and Rooftop Solar,” (May 31, 2016).
Available at https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/Californians-Just-Saved-192-Million-Thanks-to-Efficiency-and-
Rooftop-Solar (last accessed on May 18, 2017).
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Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER COMMENTS ON THE COMMISSION’S1145

ANALYTICAL APPROACH USED IN THIS PROCEEDING?1146

A. Yes. I agree with the Commission’s recognition that the general framework does not fully1147

specify some important details that need to be resolved, including specifics of how the studies1148

should be conducted and what costs and benefits should be included.71 I also agree with the1149

Commission’s recognition that some costs and benefits that exist may not be fully captured in1150

RMP’s cost of service framework. 72 As a result, the Commission allows any party to1151

supplement the result of the COS studies with more comprehensive categories of costs and1152

benefits of NEM, to the extent that the party can demonstrate the existence of such costs and1153

benefits.731154

Q. WHAT TYPES OF BENEFITS AND COSTS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN OTHER1155

STATE COST-BENEFIT ANALYSES OF DSG?1156

A. At least 18 states, including Utah, have commissioned cost-benefit studies of DSG, and a1157

variety of benefits and costs of DSG have been considered or acknowledged in these studies.741158

Broadly, these categories are associated with energy, capacity and ancillary services, financial,1159

reliability, environmental and social benefits, as shown in Figure 14 below.1160

71 November 2015 Order, at p. 4.
72 Id., at p. 12.
73 Id., at p. 13.
74 These include Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Maine, Minnesota, Mississippi,

North Carolina, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, and Vermont. See SEIA, “Solar Cost-Benefit
Studies,” available at http://www.seia.org/policy/distributed-solar/solar-cost-benefit-studies (accessed May 17, 2017).
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Figure 14: Benefits and costs categories of DSG.751161

1162

Q. CAN THESE BENEFIT AND COST CATEGORIES BE VERIFIED AND1163

QUANTIFIED?1164

A. Yes. While there are differences in the degree of certainty with which certain benefit1165

categories have been quantified, all of these benefit and cost categories have been verified and1166

quantified in a variety of cost-benefit studies, using well-accepted methodologies. While some1167

of these benefits are more uncertain or longer-term in nature, they are nonetheless important1168

to consider in quantifying the costs and benefits of DSG.1169

Q. CAN YOU PROVIDE EXAMPLES OF COST-BENEFIT STUDIES1170

COMMISSIONED BY STATE REGULATORS THAT FOUND LONG-TERM NET1171

BENEFITS OF DSG?1172

A. Yes. In 2014, a study commissioned by the Public Utility Commission of Nevada (“PUCN”)1173

concluded that net metering provided $36 million in net benefits to non-NEM customers of1174

75 Hansen, L., V. Lacy, and D. Glick, “A Review of Solar PV Benefit & Cost Studies,” Rocky Mountain Institute, at p. 13
(September 2013).
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NV Energy over the lifetime of DSG installed through 2016.76 The net benefits increase to1175

$166 million to non-NEM customers if avoided distribution upgrade costs are included.771176

Similarly, in 2014, a study commissioned by the Public Service Commission of Mississippi1177

found that DSG in Mississippi would displace peaking resources, avoid costs associated with1178

energy generation and line losses, reduce the need for future investments in the generation,1179

transmission, and distribution system, and reduce environmental compliance costs and other1180

risk-related costs.78 As a result, the study concluded that the benefits of implementing net1181

metering for DSG in Mississippi outweigh the costs in all but one scenario.79 Figure 15 below1182

shows that benefits increase over the lifetime of DSG.801183

Figure 15: Annual benefits (avoided costs) of DSG in Mississippi.811184

76 Energy and Environmental Economics (E3), “Nevada Net Energy Metering Impacts Evaluation,” at pp. 7-8 (July 2014).
77 Id., at p. 14-15.
78 Synapse Energy Economics, “Net Metering in Mississippi,” at p. 1 (September 2014).
79 Id., at p. 2.
80 Note that avoided energy costs decline over the first few years because the displaced marginal unit changes from a mix of

oil and gas units to gas units alone.
81 Synapse Energy Economics, “Net Metering in Mississippi,” at p. 37 (September 2014).
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In March 2014, Minnesota adopted a “value of solar” policy.82 Initial estimates found that the1185

value of DSG is worth more than its retail rate (i.e., net metering undervalues DSG), with the1186

value of solar estimated to be 14.5 cents per kWh, or 3 - 3.5 cents more than Xcel’s retail1187

rates. As in the Nevada and Mississippi NEM studies, the Minnesota value of solar study1188

factored in a broad range of long-term benefits, including avoided energy, capacity, and grid1189

infrastructure costs, as well as avoided environmental cost over a 25-year time horizon.831190

Q. HAVE ANY STATES USED A SHORT-TERM ASSESSMENT OF DSG BENEFITS?1191

A. Arizona and Nevada have recently used a short-term approach to estimate the benefits of DSG.1192

For example, in 2015, the PUCN moved away from a long-term approach to analyze the costs1193

and benefits of its NEM program. By limiting the study to the short-term cost of service for1194

NEM customers, the PUCN found that costs of the NEM program exceed short-term benefits.1195

As a result, the PUCN effectively ended the NEM program in Nevada by significantly1196

increasing the charges for NEM customers and reducing the credits for excess energy from 111197

cents/kWh to less than 3 cents/kWh.1198

Q. WHAT HAS BEEN THE RESULT OF USING A SHORT-TERM APPROACH IN1199

CALCULATING BENEFITS OF DG SOLAR?1200

A. Since many benefits accrue over the lifetime of DSG, a short-term valuation approach is more1201

likely to show net costs, even if DSG actually provides large net benefits to customers when1202

evaluated over a longer time horizon. For example, the Nevada study results changed from1203

large net benefits to net costs when the PUCN moved away from a long-term cost-benefit1204

approach to analyze NEM in that state. The PUCN’s December 2015 decision halted the1205

previously fast-growing DSG market in Nevada and forced the state’s three largest providers1206

82 Under the value of solar framework, customers net the dollars paid for energy at the retail rate with the dollars earned
selling solar energy to the utility at the value of solar rate.

83 Quantified benefits consist of eight separate categories, but the following four account for most of the value: avoided natural
gas purchases, avoided new power plant purchases, avoided transmission capacity, and avoided environmental costs.
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of rooftop solar to leave the Nevada market.84 As a result, new residential solar installation1207

permits in Nevada plunged 92 percent in the first quarter of 2016, as shown in Figure 161208

below.85 Some of the rapid increase in permits issued in 2015 was likely motivated by a “rush1209

to file” ahead of the expected change in the NEM program. Notably, however, after this1210

change in policy caused several solar companies to close their businesses in the state, the1211

PUCN accepted a settlement under which then-existing NEM customers were grandfathered1212

so that they continued to participate in the NEM program under its prior rules. Most recently,1213

the Nevada legislature passed a bill (AB 405) that would reinstate the NEM program, with1214

excess generation compensated at 95% of the retail rate.861215

Figure 16: Permits issued for Nevada residential PV, Q1 2015 – Q1 2016 (MW)1216

84 Greentech Media (GTM), “Nevada’s Solar Job Exodus Continues, Driven by Retroactive Net Metering Cuts,” (January 08,
2016). Available at https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/nevadas-solar-exodus-continues-driven-by-retroactive-
net-metering-cuts (last accessed at May 17, 2017).

85 Brookings, “Rooftop solar: Net metering is a net benefit,” (May 23, 2016). Available at
https://www.brookings.edu/research/rooftop-solar-net-metering-is-a-net-benefit/# (last accessed at May 17, 2017).

86 Greentech Media (GTM), “Nevada Legislature Passes Bill to Restore Net Metering to Rooftop Solar,” (June 05, 2017).
Available at https://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/nevada-bill-to-restore-net-metering-for-rooftop-solar-passes-in-
the-senate (last accessed June 7, 2017). AB 405 also provides for future reductions in the value of the export credit,
depending on the state achieving specified penetration targets, to a floor of 75% of the retail rate.
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Q. HOW DOES THIS INFORM THE CURRENT PROCEEDING?1217

A. Similar to Nevada, the Utah Commission has specified a one-year analytical framework for1218

this proceeding.87 While many issues remain to be resolved, the Commission’s short-term1219

approach to quantifying the benefits of DSG is more likely to result in net costs to non-NEM1220

customers, as it fails to capture the longer-term benefits run benefits of DSG, and it also adds1221

difficulties and uncertainties in quantifying otherwise verifiable benefits categories. For1222

example, despite the PUCN’s finding that there are 11 components to the value of DSG, only1223

two components of DSG value (i.e., avoided energy costs and line losses) were quantified and1224

accepted under the PUCN’s short-term approach. 88 The approach taken by RMP is1225

particularly problematic, as RMP uses the hypothetical future costs associated with “reverse1226

flows” to further support its conclusion regarding net costs, without also considering1227

corresponding future benefits (I note also that RMP has not even accounted for the benefits1228

from local distribution upgrades that NEM customers are already funding).1229

Q. IN YOUR ANALYSIS, HAVE YOU CONSIDERED OTHER NEM BENEFIT1230

CATEGORIES THAT RMP HAS IGNORED?1231

A. Yes. In terms of NEM benefits included in the COS analysis, as discussed above, RMP1232

considers only the reduced energy costs and reduced line losses. In evaluating the benefits of1233

DSG, it is also important to consider its environmental benefits, capacity benefits, reliability1234

benefits, and the benefits of the foregone need for future transmission and distribution1235

investments. Whether many of these long-term benefits of DSG are actually realized depends1236

on the actions the Commission takes today regarding the NEM rate structure. Nevertheless,1237

87 November 2015 Order, at pp. 8-9.
88 These 11 components are: avoided energy costs; line losses; avoided capacity; ancillary services; transmission and

distribution capacity; avoided criteria pollutants; avoid CO2 emission costs; fuel hedging; utility integration and
interconnection costs; utility administration costs; and environmental costs. See PUCN December 23, 2015 Order in
Dockets Nos. 15-07-041 and 15-07-042, at pp. 66-67 and 95-96.
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the available information combined with the results from previous studies provides a1238

reasonable lower bound for these additional benefit values in Utah.1239

Q. HAS RMP PREVIOUSLY INCLUDED SUCH ADDITIONAL BENEFITS IN1240

ANALYZING THE NEM PROGRAM?1241

A. Yes. In analyzing the costs and benefits of NEM, RMP previously included the avoided costs1242

of capacity, transmission, distribution, and environmental compliance.891243

Q. IN ITS CURRENT FILING, HOW DID RMP CALCULATE THE NEM PROGRAM1244

BENEFITS RESULTING FROM AVOIDED ENERGY AND LINE LOSSES?1245

A. RMP used the GRID production cost model to calculate avoided energy costs and line losses1246

associated with the NEM program. By comparing the results of two GRID studies – a “Base1247

Study” and a “No NEM Study” – RMP estimates the total benefit of NEM to be $22.28/MWh,1248

after deducting $2.83/MWh of solar integration costs.1249

Q. DO YOU AGREE WITH RMP’S ESTIMATE?1250

A. No. As I discussed above, RMP underestimates the value of avoided energy costs and line1251

losses, and it overestimates solar integration costs. RMP’s estimate of total NEM benefits1252

($22.28/MWh) is also significantly lower than other estimates of NEM benefits commissioned1253

by numerous state regulators across the country. Figure 17 below shows the range of NEM1254

benefits estimated in recent cost-benefit studies. 90 Estimates of DSG benefits vary1255

considerably, ranging from $37/MWh to $246/MWh, due to differences in scope,1256

methodology, input assumptions, and the local characteristics of the regions under study.1257

However, none of the other cost-benefit studies value DSG at less than $23/MWh, as RMP1258

89 Docket No. 14-035-114. Surrebuttal testimony of Paul H. Clements on behalf of RMP, Exhibit RMP_(PHC-25R).
Submitted on September 29, 2015.

90 LBNL, “Putting the Potential Rate Impacts of Distributed Solar into Context,” at p. 12 (January 2017).
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does. This demonstrates that the short-term (1-year) approach to estimating NEM benefits1259

fails to capture most of its actual benefits.1260

Figure 17: Estimates of DG solar benefits from recent cost-benefit studies1261

Q. IS THERE A LOWER BOUND ESTIMATE FOR NEM BENEFITS IN UTAH?1262

A. Yes. NEM benefits in Utah must be larger than QF avoided costs, which in 2015, RMP stated1263

were approximately $50/MWh.911264

Q. WHY IS THAT A LOWER BOUND?1265

A. Residential DSG will almost certainly provide more benefits than QF generation purchased1266

through power purchase agreements (PPAs), since DSG generates power at the point of1267

consumption. When RMP purchases excess energy from a QF, some of the purchased energy1268

is lost in transmission and distribution facilities (e.g., lines, substations and transformers).1269

DSG avoids such losses. Such avoided losses also have a “multiplier effect,” since they further1270

reduce the required amount of capacity, operating reserves, and emissions needed to enable a1271

given kWh of energy consumption by a customer.1272

91 Direct testimony of Paul Clements on behalf of RMP, at p. 4:72-74. Docket No. 14-035-114 (Submitted July 30, 2015). “My
testimony shows that the value or benefit of distributed solar generation using an avoided cost method such as Schedule 37
(the “benefit” in our cost-benefit analysis) is currently equal to approximately five cents per kilowatt-hour…”
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Q. DO RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS PROVIDE CAPACITY-RELATED1273

BENEFITS?1274

A. Yes. Residential DSG systems can help RMP to defer or avoid additional investments in1275

generation, transmission, and distribution assets by reducing both system and distribution1276

peak demands. The two key determinants of generation capacity benefits are: (i) DSG’s1277

effective capacity; and (ii) RMP’s generation capacity needs. The two key determinants of1278

transmission and distribution (T&D) capacity benefits are: (i) DSG’s ability to meet rising1279

distribution demands and relieve transmission constraints upstream;92 and (ii) RMP’s T&D1280

investment needs, as developed in its IRP. As discussed in the context of the energy benefits1281

of DSG, avoided system losses also should be included in analyzing the capacity benefits of1282

DSG, since (for example) RMP would need about 111 MW of central capacity to meet1283

100MW of local capacity, if RMP’s effective system loss is 10%.1284

Q. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THIS GENERATION CAPACITY BENEFIT IN UTAH?1285

A. The generation capacity benefit depends on the Effective Load Carrying Capacity (ELCC) of1286

the residential DSG systems.93 ELCC measures the percentage of resource capacity that can1287

be reliably deployed to meet peak demand. All else equal, the value is generally higher if DSG1288

output is more aligned with RMP’s peak demand. RMP has been considering the capacity1289

value of solar resources in its IRP. The DSG systems in Utah also provide such benefits,1290

regardless of who owns these resources. For example, in the 2015 IRP, PacifiCorp estimated1291

the peak capacity contribution value to be 34.1% for fixed-tilt solar PV in Utah.94 This value1292

92 Upstream transmission constraints also affect generation capacity value. For example, at the January 26-27, 2017 public
input meeting, PacifiCorp identified the potential for transmission constraints to impact the effective capacity contribution
from resources in Utah South. See, 2017 IRP: Public Input Meeting 7. January 26-27, 2017. Presentation available at
http://www.pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/Energy_Sources/Integrated_Resource_Plan/2017_IRP/PacifiCorp_2
017_IRP_PIM07_1-26-17_Presentation.pdf (last accessed on June 6, 2017).

93 Madaeni, S. H.; Sioshansi, R.; and Denholm, P. “Comparison of Capacity Value Methods for Photovoltaics in the Western
United States.” NREL/TP-6A20-54704, Denver, CO: National Renewable Energy Laboratory, July 2012 (NREL Report),
available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/54704.pdf (last accessed on June 6, 2017).

94 PacifiCorp 2015 IRP Volume II, Appendix N, Table N.1 (page 405), available at
http://pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/Energy_Sources/Integrated_Resource_Plan/2015IRP/PacifiCorp_2015IRP
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was increased to 37.9% in the current 2017 IRP.95 RMP omitted this benefit from DSG in its1293

cost-benefit study. In its recent study, Clean Power Research (“CPR”) estimated that NEM1294

customers in Utah provide a generation capacity value of $14/MWh.961295

Q. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF T&D CAPACITY BENEFITS OF RESIDENTIAL DSG?1296

A. Residential NEM customers also provide T&D capacity benefits by providing power close to1297

demand. In its recent study, CPR estimated that NEM customers in Utah provide a T&D1298

capacity value of $11/MWh.971299

Q. DO RMP’S NEM CUSTOMERS PROVIDE A FUEL PRICE HEDGING BENEFIT?1300

A. Yes. Solar generation does not need fuel to produce power. Therefore, DSG effectively1301

provides a “hedge” against a utility’s generation fuel price volatility, reducing customers’ risk1302

exposure. Several cost-benefit studies have quantified such hedging benefits, using NYMEX1303

futures market prices as an indicator of fuel price volatility.98 The resulting benefit estimates1304

range from less than $5/MWh to more than $40/MWh, depending on methodology, input1305

assumptions, and local market characteristics (e.g., the marginal resource and the affected1306

utilities’ exposure to fuel price volatility). In its recent value of solar study in Utah, CPR has1307

estimated a value of $26/MWh as a fuel hedging price benefit from NEM customers in Utah.991308

Q. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF RELIABILITY-RELATED NEM BENEFITS?1309

A. Distributed generation located near end users can reduce outages by reducing congestion on1310

the transmission and distribution network. Power outages are more likely to occur when1311

-Vol2-Appendices.pdf (last accessed on June 6, 2017).
95 PacifiCorp 2017 IRP Volume II, Appendix N, Table N.1 (page 316), available at

http://pacificorp.com/content/dam/pacificorp/doc/Energy_Sources/Integrated_Resource_Plan/2017_IRP/2017_IRP_Volume
II_2017_IRP_Final.pdf (last accessed on June 6, 2017).

96 Clean Power Research, “Value of Solar in Utah,” at p. 11. (January 2014).
97 Id.
98 See, e.g., Mark Bolinger and Ryan Wiser, “The Value of Renewable Energy as a Hedge Against Fuel Price Risk,”

(December 2008).
99 Clean Power Research, “Value of Solar in Utah,” at p. 11. (January 2014).
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demand is high and the grid is congested. DSG also has the potential to reduce large-scale1312

outages by providing a more geographically dispersed generation portfolio. Furthermore,1313

DSG equipped with smart inverters and storage can provide further customer benefits in the1314

form of reactive power or back-up power during power outages. While there is general1315

agreement that DSG either can or does provide reliability and resiliency benefits, most studies1316

do not calculate this benefit due to the difficulty of quantification. CPR estimated that the1317

value of avoided outages exceed $20/MWh, based on the total cost of power outages to the1318

U.S. each year, and based on the ability of DSG to decrease the incidence of outages at a1319

capacity penetration of 15%.100 Given the current low level of DSG penetration in Utah, it is1320

difficult to quantify with any degree of certainty the reliability benefits currently provided by1321

DSG, but this is nonetheless a benefit that the Commission should consider from a longer-1322

term perspective.1323

Q. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF AVOIDED ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE COSTS?1324

A. DSG systems reduce a utility’s environmental emissions, including not only CO2 but also1325

other criteria pollutants. One way to value this reduction in emissions is to assess its impact1326

on a utility’s environmental compliance costs. In its 2015 IRP, RMP estimated a CO21327

compliance cost of $22/ton in 2020 to $76/ton by 2034, escalating at 1.9% per year.101 In its1328

2017 IRP, RMP used a lower compliance cost of between $5 and $28/ton starting in 2025.1021329

In its own value of solar study in Utah, CPR separately estimates $9/MWh as the avoided1330

environmental cost. 103 This provides a reasonable lower-bound proxy for the overall1331

environmental value of reduced emissions from DSG.1332

100 Perez, R., Norris, B., Hoff, T., “The Value of Distributed Solar Electric Generation to New Jersey and Pennsylvania.” Clean
Power Research, 2012.

101 PacifiCorp 2015 Integrated Resource Plan, p. 146.
102 PacifiCorp 2017 Integrated Resource Plan, p. 192.
103 Clean Power Research, “Value of Solar in Utah,” at p. 11. (January 2014).
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Q. WHAT DO YOU CONCLUDE FROM THESE ESTIMATES OF OTHER BENEFITS1333

FROM DSG?1334

A. Based on the available information from an extensive number of studies, taking into account1335

any of these other benefits from DSG will significantly increase RMP’s estimate of benefits,1336

and further confirm that the benefits of the Utah residential NEM program exceed its costs.1337

These estimates of other benefits also strongly support the conclusion that the value of export1338

energy provided by residential NEM customers is well in excess of the avoided cost of1339

wholesale purchases and line losses, as RMP incorrectly suggests.1340

VI. Problems Associated with RMP’s Proposed Rate Design1341

Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION ESTABLISH A SEPARATE RATE CLASS FOR NEM1342

CUSTOMERS?1343

A. No. As explained above, while there are differences between residential NEM and non-NEM1344

due to the fact that NEM customers periodically generate excess electricity, that fact does not1345

ipso facto make them sufficiently distinct to justify treatment in a distinct rate class. As noted1346

above, the load factors and monthly consumption of NEM customers is within the range of1347

that observed for non-NEM customers (based on the small sample of customer information1348

collected by RMP). Furthermore, RMP has provided no evidence that residential NEM1349

customers have caused it to incur significant incremental costs as a result of their installation1350

and use of DSG systems.1351

Q. HAS RMP CONDUCTED ANY STUDIES OF THE IMPACT OF ITS PROPOSED1352

NEM RATE CHANGES ON THE ROOFTOP SOLAR INDUSTRY IN UTAH?1353

A. No.1041354

104 RMP response to EFCA data request 1.16.
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Q. HAS RMP ANALYZED THE IMPACT OF ITS PROPOSED NEM RATE CHANGES1355

ON FUTURE ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS?1356

A. No.1051357

Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION CHARGE RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS A1358

DEMAND CHARGE?1359

A. No. As a threshold matter, it would be unduly discriminatory for RMP to impose a demand1360

charge only on residential NEM customers, while not imposing such a charge on other1361

residential customers. If RMP has concluded that it is under-recovering costs due to its current1362

volumetric energy residential rate design, that is an issue associated with all of its residential1363

customers, not just its NEM customers; and that is an issue that is best addressed in a full rate1364

proceeding, which RMP has not yet filed. Second, demand charges have long been almost1365

exclusively used for commercial and industrial customers, who tend to be more sophisticated1366

than residential customers in managing their demand, and who have much larger peak usage1367

to manage. There is no evidence that demand charges are effective at reducing residential1368

customers’ peak energy consumption,106 nor have any studies adequately evaluated customer1369

acceptance of demand charges.107 Given the lack of empirical evidence, the Commission1370

should not approve RMP’s proposed demand charge. Third, RMP’s proposed demand charges1371

would be ineffective in reducing system peak load, as they are intended to reduce an individual1372

customer’s peak use of the utility’s generation, transmission, and distribution network, and1373

not to reduce aggregate system peak load, which is what drives most system infrastructure1374

investment needs. In contrast, experience with TOU rates shows that, if they are well designed,1375

they can reduce system peak demand and total energy consumption while also being accepted1376

105 RMP response to EFCA data request 1.17.
106 James Sherwood, et al., “A Review of Alternative Rate Designs,” (Rocky Mountain Institute, May 2016), at p. 56.
107 Id., at p. 56.
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by customers.108 Lastly, imposing a demand charge on NEM customers would seriously1377

impede the further growth of residential DSG in Utah, and it would fail to send appropriate1378

price signals to customers.1379

Q. HAS RMP CONDUCTED ANY RESEARCH REGARDNG HOW THE PUBLIC IS1380

LIKELY TO REACT TO THE PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL DEMAND CHARGE?1381

A. No.1091382

Q. CAN RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS VIEW THEIR PEAK DEMAND?1383

A. No.1101384

Q. IF NOT, HOW DOES RMP EXPECT RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS TO ASSESS1385

THEIR DEMAND IN REAL-TIME TO MANAGE THEIR DEMAND CHARGES?1386

A. RMP suggests that residential NEM customers will be able to review their demand as follows:1387

“[m]uch like a residential customer can now go and read its meter to calculate the total1388

quantity of energy that has been consumed so far during the monthly billing period by1389

subtracting the prior read from the present, a residential customer who is on a tariff under1390

which it is subject to demand charges may read what its highest on-peak kilowatt (kW) is so1391

far for the monthly billing period.”111 RMP’s suggestion in no way allows for residential NEM1392

customers to actually manage their demand charges during the hours in which they will be1393

determined; or to identify in which specific hour they are likely to be set; or even to know1394

when they have been set and in what amount (until they are billed by RMP after the fact).1395

108 James Sherwood, et al., “A Review of Alternative Rate Designs,” (Rocky Mountain Institute, May 2016), at p 45.
109 RMP response to EFCA data request 1.18.
110 RMP response to EFCA data request 1.21.
111 RMP response to EFCA data request 1.22.
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Q. WHY WOULD A DEMAND CHARGE FOCUSING ON A RESIDENTIAL1396

CUSTOMER’S PEAK CONSUMPTION BE INEFFECTIVE IN REDUCING1397

SYSTEM PEAK DEMAND?1398

A. A single household’s peak usage is too small to be a significant driver of system-wide costs,1399

and it can vary significantly among customers. Aggregate system peak usage is what drives a1400

utility’s fixed costs. This aggregate system peak corresponds closely to particular times in1401

each season, but it corresponds poorly to the demand peaks of many individual residential1402

customers, which often occur outside of the system peak. Therefore, even if a demand charge1403

were to cause an individual’s peak usage to decrease, the aggregate system demand could1404

actually increase during peak times. Moreover, RMP’s proposed demand charges fail to send1405

the right customer incentives regarding energy consumption.1406

Q. WHY DOES RMP’S PROPOSAL FOR DEMAND CHARGES FAIL TO SEND THE1407

RIGHT CUSTOMER INCENTIVES REGARDING CONSUMPTION?1408

A. A demand charge does not provide an easily “actionable” price signal to consumers. RMP’s1409

customers do not have real-time metering, and even if they did, it would be impossible for1410

them to sufficiently monitor their real-time usage to try to determine when their peak demand1411

is likely to occur, and to reduce their consumption during that unknown peak hour. Once their1412

peak demand has been calculated for a given time period, they face very little incentives to1413

further reduce their consumption (other than the retail rate itself). Indeed, since RMP proposes1414

to combine a new demand charge and increased monthly customer charge with a decrease in1415

volumetric energy rates for NEM customers (i.e., increasing the fixed component of a NEM1416

customer’s monthly bill, while reducing the variable component), this rate design will1417

encourage increased energy consumption by NEM customers, while reducing incentives for1418

energy efficiency. If RMP wants to send customers actionable price signals to reduce peak1419

consumption and encourage energy efficiency, it should have proposed TOU rates instead.1420
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Q. WHY ARE TOU RATES PREFERABLE TO DEMAND CHARGES AS A WAY OF1421

PROVIDING PRICE SIGNALS TO REDUCE PEAK CONSUMPTION?1422

A. Unless RMP provides extensive outreach to educate customers about demand charges, it will1423

be difficult for customers even to differentiate between energy (kWh) and demand (kW),1424

much less to actually respond to price signals. Also, there is generally no way for customers1425

to even know when their demand charges are being set; such knowledge would require near-1426

constant monitoring of real-time consumption data, which RMP does not collect (much less1427

disseminate to customers). As a result, even relatively innocuous household activities at a1428

particular time can result in a significantly higher customer bill (and large variations in1429

customer bills), even though such actions have a de minimis impact on the system peak. TOU1430

rates, in contrast, are much easier to understand: electricity consumption during peak hours1431

(known in advance) is more expensive than during non-peak hours. Conceptually, TOU rates1432

are also easily understandable, since customers are accustomed to paying higher prices when1433

goods or services are scarce, such as airfares at peak travel times.1434

Q. WOULD IMPOSING A DEMAND CHARGE ON RESIDENTIAL NEM1435

CUSTOMERS BE CONSISTENT WITH COST CAUSATION PRINCIPLES?1436

A. No. A residential NEM customer’s energy consumption and production characteristics do not1437

“cause” costs that have been already incurred in the past. Most of RMP’s demand-related1438

fixed costs are sunk, and thus a demand charge would not reflect the actual incremental costs1439

caused by residential NEM customers. At current low levels of DSG penetration in Utah,1440

NEM customers at most could only cause some amount of incremental costs associated with1441

secondary lines and transformers; it important to emphasize, however, that RMP has not1442

provided any evidence that NEM customers have actually caused such incremental costs1443

(other than costs for which NEM customers already reimburse RMP). Nevertheless, even if1444

NEM customers were to cause such costs, they would be a very small fraction of the existing1445
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fixed costs incurred by RMP to serve all customers. Thus, the only rationale for RMP to1446

impose a demand charge on residential NEM customers would be to reduce the incentives for1447

residential customers to adopt DSG, by making the value proposition for customers more1448

expensive, more difficult to understand, and more uncertain, thereby reducing RMP’s risks of1449

an under-recovery of costs due to lower future sales. RMP, however, has not provided any1450

evidence that it is under-recovering costs, and if so, that residential NEM customers are the1451

primary reason for that under-recovery.1452

Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION ADOPT RMP’S PROPOSAL TO INCREASE FIXED1453

MONTHLY CHARGES FOR RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS?1454

A. No. The Commission should also reject RMP’s proposal to increase residential NEM1455

customers’ fixed monthly charges to $15/month. If RMP believes that it is under-recovering1456

its costs from residential customers and that it is necessary to move to a higher fixed vs.1457

variable rate structure as a result, it should advance that proposal in the context of a full rate1458

case, where it can be fully vetted. Moving towards a higher fixed vs. variable rate structure1459

can have significant negative consequences, i.e., by reducing customer incentives to reduce1460

energy consumption and adopt energy efficiency measures. In any event, the Commission1461

should reject RMP’s proposal to charge higher monthly fixed costs only to residential NEM1462

customers as unduly discriminatory, and as intended only to reduce the financial incentives of1463

residential customers to invest in DSG systems.1121464

112 RMP also asserts that the monthly customer charge of $15 is designed to recover certain components of the distribution
system, such as costs related to line transformers (see Steward testimony, lines 402-411). However, these costs should be
removed from the monthly customer charge for residential NEM customers, since many distribution facilities such as line
transformers are also shared with other residential non-NEM customers.
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Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION ADOPT RMP’S PROPOSED ENERGY RATE FOR1465

RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS?1466

A. No. The Commission should also reject RMP’s proposal to combine a demand charge and an1467

increased fixed monthly charge with an energy charge of 3.8143 cents/kWh for all the reasons1468

I discussed above: if there is an argument to be made to move the residential rate structure to1469

a higher fixed vs. variable component, RMP should make that case in a full rate proceeding,1470

and it should make any such changes to all residential rates. In addition, by combining demand1471

charges and increased fixed charges with a lower variable energy component for NEM1472

customers, RMP is proposing to dramatically lower the value of the energy credit provided to1473

residential DSG customers for the excess energy they produce and export to the local1474

distribution system. In effect, the value of the excess energy produced by NEM customers1475

would drop from the current retail rate (valued at up to 14.5 cents/kWh) to 3.8143 cents/kWh.1476

RMP’s proposal significantly underestimates the benefits of DSG, and thus its proposed1477

compensation is inconsistent with its value.1478

Q. DO YOU THINK RMP’S PROPOSED ENERGY RATE IS SUFFICIENT TO1479

COMPENSATE NEM CUSTOMERS FOR THEIR EXCESS ENERGY?1480

A. No. RMP’s proposal to compensate NEM customers for their excess energy at 3.81431481

cents/kWh would not compensate residential DSG customers for the environmental, capacity,1482

reliability, and peak load reduction benefits that they provide to the system. Second, providing1483

such a low credit value would be unduly discriminatory towards NEM customers. A1484

neighboring non-NEM customer who is consuming the excess energy generated by a NEM1485

customer in the middle of a hot summer day will be paying RMP up to 14.5 cents/kWh, while1486

RMP is compensating the NEM customer at an effective rate of only 3.8143 cents/kWh.  RMP1487

has provided no evidence demonstrating that it is appropriate to allocate in effect 10.71488

cents/kWh in costs for the use of the local distribution circuit to enable that transfer of energy1489
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from one residential customer to another neighboring customer. For purposes of comparison,1490

under RMP’s “Subscriber Solar” program, participating residential customers pay RMP1491

3.9783 cents/kWh to account for their use of the transmission and distribution grid (plus1492

7.7250 cents/kWh to account for RMP’s generation costs) – for all power purchased under1493

the program, regardless of whether that power is consumed by subscribing customers in the1494

middle of the day or in the middle of the night. Thus, it would be unreasonably discriminatory1495

for RMP to compensate NEM customers at only 3.8143 cents/kWh, rather than at a rate that1496

reflects the fact that they only make use of the local distribution network (the local feeder1497

lines) to deliver their exported generation to neighboring residential customers. Third, and1498

perhaps most importantly, RMP’s proposed excess energy credit rate would also seriously1499

impede the further growth of residential DSG in Utah, and it would fail to send appropriate1500

price signals to customers.1501

Q. DOES RMP’S PROPOSED ENERGY RATE SEND THE RIGHT PRICE SIGNALS1502

TO RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS REGARDING CONSUMPTION?1503

A. No. A very low energy rate, as RMP proposes, does not incentivize NEM customers to reduce1504

their overall energy consumption, either in the aggregate or in peak time periods, when such1505

a reduction in demand is most valuable. Furthermore, the fact that RMP’s proposed low1506

energy rate also substantially lowers the value of residential NEM customers’ export credits1507

– undercompensating them for the value of their exported energy – reflects RMP’s erroneous1508

portrayal of such excess generation as a “burden” on the system, rather than as a benefit that1509

provides significant value in reducing peak consumption.1510

Q. ARE THERE OTHER PERVERSE INCENTIVES CREATED BY RMP’S1511

PROPOSED RATE STRUCTURE FOR RESIDENTIAL NEM CUSTOMERS?1512

A. Yes. RMP’s proposal for high demand charges and low energy credits, exacerbated by the1513

uncertainty associated with being placed in a distinct rate class, would incentivize customers1514
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who want to obtain the environmental benefits of DSG to pursue an “autarky” (or self-1515

sufficiency) objective, i.e., to manage their electricity investments and consumption to1516

entirely disconnect from RFP’s transmission and distribution grid. From both a cost-recovery1517

and efficiency perspective, autarky (or grid independence) is an inefficient outcome. It1518

encourages DSG customers to install relatively expensive batteries in order to be able to1519

effectively replicate the features of the current NEM program; even though relying on the1520

interconnected grid as a “virtual battery” would be more cost-effective (from a societal1521

perspective) and would at least make some positive contribution to RMP’s recovery of its1522

fixed costs. I am not in any way suggesting that the Commission should discourage the1523

integration of residential battery storage systems with DSG. Quite the contrary, if such1524

systems are integrated into a utility’s grid management and dispatch protocols, there are1525

considerable reliability, resiliency, and efficiency benefits that can be obtained. Battery1526

storage (whether utility-scale or residential) also can provide important system efficiency1527

benefits at high levels of renewable penetration. However, to the extent that such investments1528

only become economical for customers as a result of radical changes in NEM programs, such1529

as those proposed by RMP, and encourage DSG customers to isolate themselves from the grid,1530

such a result would deprive all customers – NEM and non-NEM – of the efficiency and1531

reliability benefits associated with making optimal use of the electrical grid.1532

VII. Recommendations1533

Q. DO YOU RECOMMEND THAT THE COMMISSION ADOPT ANY CHANGES TO1534

ITS CURRENT NET METERING PROGRAM?1535

A. No, I do not consider changes to the current NEM program to be necessary at this time.1536
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Q. IF THE COMMISSION IS CONCERNED ABOUT THE LONG-TERM IMPACTS1537

OF HIGHER DSG PENETRATION RATES IN THE FUTURE, HOW SHOULD IT1538

ADDRESS THOSE CONCERNS?1539

A. I understand that the Commission may be concerned about the rate of recent growth in1540

residential DSG, and thus it may want to make gradual changes to the NEM program (or a1541

successor to this program) in order to account for potentially higher levels of penetration, and1542

changing costs and benefits, over time. Regulators often apply the principle of gradualism in1543

making changes to rates or rate designs in order to prevent “rate shock,” to prevent potential1544

unintended consequences, and to allow new information to be incorporated into decision-1545

making as it becomes available. These considerations are particularly important when, as is1546

the case here, a policy change is implemented based on sparse or incomplete information.1547

Q. IF THE COMMISSION WERE TO IMPLEMENT GRADUAL CHANGES TO THE1548

NEM PROGRAM, WHAT TYPES OF CHANGES WOULD YOU SUGGEST?1549

A. If the Commission determines that it is important for residential NEM customers to further1550

reduce their load during peak hours, I recommend that RMP gradually implement a TOU rate1551

structure for residential NEM customers (and eventually for all residential customers).1552

Economists have long advocated TOU rates as sending better price signals than a time-1553

invariant rate structure. TOU rates come closer to reflecting the time-varying value of the1554

energy consumed, including both time-varying generating costs and transmission congestion1555

costs. TOU rates also provide clear, easily understandable incentives for customers to shift1556

consumption from high-cost to low-cost time periods. By providing incentives to reduce1557

consumption in peak periods, TOU rates contribute to reductions in peak load, which in turn1558

helps to reduce the need for future infrastructure investments. Indeed, in this proceeding, RMP1559

has defined the reduction in coincident peak load as an important measure of system benefits1560

from DSG, since RMP’s investment needs are mostly driven by peak demands on the1561
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system.113 Thus, the best way to obtain additional benefits from NEM customers would be to1562

move them gradually to TOU rates to enable further reductions in their peak loads.1563

Q. WHY DO YOU SUGGEST IMPLEMENTING TOU RATES GRADUALLY?1564

A. In this instance, a gradual implementation of TOU rates is appropriate, since RMP residential1565

customers do not currently have meters compatible with TOU rates. Such meters also1566

presumably cost more than either RMP’s standard meters or the current bidirectional meters1567

for NEM customers (for which NEM customers reimburse RMP). It also may take some time1568

for RMP to integrate a TOU rate system for NEM customers into its billing systems, although1569

RMP’s current experimental “time-of-day” rider (Schedule 2) should facilitate this.1570

Q. WOULD IT BE CONSISTENT WITH PRINCIPLES OF GRADUALISM AND COST1571

CAUSATION TO GRANDFATHER EXISTING NEM CUSTOMERS, IF ANY1572

CHANGES TO THE NEM PROGRAM ARE ADOPTED?1573

A. Yes. As I discuss above, RMP has provided no evidence that current residential NEM1574

customers have caused RMP to incur additional incremental costs to date (other than the costs1575

that NEM customers have reimbursed). Residential NEM customers also invested in solar PV1576

systems based on the economics of the current NEM program. In addition to issues of equity,1577

the failure to grandfather existing residential NEM customers would increase the uncertainty1578

faced by future residential customers as they consider installing DSG systems, and this1579

uncertainty will tend to reduce the level of future customer investments, all else equal.1580

Q. ARE THERE CHANGES TO THE EXPORT CREDITING MECHANISM THAT1581

THE COMMISSION MIGHT ADOPT TO ADDRESS CONCERNS ABOUT1582

113 RMP response to Vote Solar data request 4.4.
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SHOULDER SEASON EXPORTS IN A FUTURE HIGH-PENETRATION1583

SCENARIO?1584

A. Yes. One of RMP’s concerns about the current NEM program appears to be that NEM1585

customers may have significant net exports during shoulder months when their electricity1586

demand is low, which are credited against consumption in summer months when their demand1587

is high.114 This can be a concern if the value of the net exports is significantly lower in the1588

shoulder months, as compared to the NEM customers’ consumption in summer months1589

(against which the shoulder period net exports are credited). One way to address this concern1590

would be to implement a monthly netting process, rather than crediting exports to future1591

months on a kWh-for-kWh basis over an entire year. Based on the data RMP has produced, I1592

do not consider this to be a particularly serious concern, given that residential NEM customers1593

on average still have significant net consumption (i.e., load in excess of their exports) even in1594

shoulder months. Nevertheless, it may be an alternative for the Commission to consider, if the1595

situation were to change with greater residential DSG penetration in the future.1596

Q. DO YOU THINK IT IS APPROPRIATE TO REDUCE THE EXPORT CREDIT1597

BELOW THE FULL RETAIL RATE?1598

A. No. As discussed, the retail rate reflects the amount that RMP receives from other residential1599

customers when a residential NEM customer exports energy that then flows to support a1600

neighboring customer’s consumption. Because RMP has not shown that it incurs any1601

significant incremental costs as a result of this process, the Commission should retain the1602

current retail rate for NEM exports, at least until residential DSG penetration rates reach1603

significantly higher levels. Since the costs and benefits of residential DSG are likely to change1604

as levels of penetration increase, it may be reasonable for the Commission to re-evaluate the1605

appropriate export credit amount once Utah reaches significantly higher levels of penetration.1606

114 Direct Testimony of Gary W. Hoogeveen, at lines 196 – 198.
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Indeed, over time, as complementary technologies are developed and further deployed, it is1607

likely that the costs of DSG will decrease and the benefits will increase, such that future1608

reductions in the export credit may not be warranted, even at significantly higher penetration1609

levels. If the Commission disagrees with my conclusion and determines to reduce the value1610

of the export credit in the near future, however, any such change should be adopted only1611

gradually. If such a reduction were implemented gradually, it would ensure against both a1612

sudden halt to DSG installations, and a sudden surge of customers seeking to “lock in” the1613

financial benefits from DSG before the program becomes less attractive. The principle of1614

gradualism also would allow the Commission to periodically revisit the appropriate amount1615

of the excess generation credit, as residential DSG achieves higher penetration, as the1616

development and deployment of complementary technologies continue, and as the1617

corresponding system costs and benefits change over time.1618

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY CONCERNS ABOUT THE COMPLEXITY OF REDUCING1619

THE EXPORT CREDIT BELOW THE FULL RETAIL RATE FROM A CUSTOMER1620

PERSPECTIVE?1621

A. Yes, and that is an additional reason why any such changes should be implemented gradually.1622

The current “kWh-for-kWh” crediting is easily understandable to residential customers1623

considering installing DSG systems. The full “kWh-for-kWh” crediting is also more1624

consistent with the economic position of a consumer who is considering installing solar1625

panels. Consumers who install solar panels are interested in reducing their total electricity1626

expenditures and in reducing their environmental footprint; they do not install solar panels in1627

order to sell their generation output to RMP. From a consumer’s perspective, a simple kWh-1628

for-kWh crediting mechanism is consistent with the economic purpose of their investment1629

decision. The increased complexity of lower export credits relative to higher energy charges1630

also makes it more likely that some customers will defer or decline to make the investment –1631
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simply because increased complexity leads to increased uncertainty, and increased uncertainty1632

tends to reduce the amount of investment. And the greater the reduction in the value of the1633

export credit, the more likely it is that the growth of residential DSG in Utah will come to a1634

halt, preventing Utah from obtaining the benefits that DSG can provide over the long-term.1635

Q. COULD REDUCING THE EXPORT RATE BELOW THE FULL RETAIL RATE1636

CREATE ANY ADVERSE INCENTIVES FOR CUSTOMER ENERGY USE?1637

A. Yes. If the Commission were to adopt an export credit that is substantially below the retail1638

rate, it will incentivize NEM customers to shift their energy consumption from off-peak to1639

peak time periods, when their DSG systems are generating. Consider a scenario in which the1640

(marginal) retail energy rate that NEM customers face is 14.5 cents/kWh, and a (hypothetical)1641

export credit were only valued at 5 cents/kWh, for example. Any NEM customer with a1642

“moveable” load, e.g., an electric vehicle or a programmable thermostat, would have a strong1643

incentive under such a rate structure to shift as much of their load as possible from the night1644

to the middle of the day – since the 5-cent export credit they would otherwise earn from over-1645

generating in the middle of the day would be far less than the 14.5-cent retail rate that the1646

NEM customer would pay when consuming the corresponding amount of energy at night.1647

Q. FROM A SYSTEM PERSPECTIVE, IS IT DESIRABLE FOR NEM CUSTOMERS1648

TO SHIFT THEIR CONSUMPTION SO THAT THEY INCREASE THEIR PEAK1649

CONSUMPTION SIMPLY TO REDUCE THEIR VOLUME OF EXPORTS?1650

A. No, not at current penetration levels and in the absence of significant reverse flows caused by1651

NEM exports. RMP’s costs to generate or purchase electricity in the middle of the day are1652

almost always higher than in the middle of the night. High loading during the day (particularly1653

on hot days) is also when both congestion and line losses are greatest, even when system load1654

is less than its “needle peak.” From a system perspective, RMP reduces costs by having all1655
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customers – NEM and non-NEM customers alike – shift their consumption from peak hours1656

to off-peak hours, not the reverse.1657

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE COMMISSION1658

REGARDING RESIDENTIAL DSG?1659

A. Yes. Rather than simply considering NEM customers as a “cost” to other customers, the1660

Commission (and RMP) should consider residential DSG as an opportunity for testing and1661

deploying new technologies, as well as for collecting important information regarding1662

customer behavior. RMP does not currently have advanced metering infrastructure (“AMI”).1663

Since new NEM customers need new bidirectional meters, this may provide RMP an1664

opportunity to include additional functionality in these meters that would enable broader1665

system benefits. This additional functionality could include the ability to: capture hourly1666

consumption data that would enable RMP to implement TOU rates, as discussed above;1667

provide real-time information to enable RMP to identify local service outages or other system1668

problems more rapidly; or integrate with “smart inverters” to enable RMP to use DSG to1669

provide reactive power when needed. RMP could also help residential customers or local solar1670

providers to optimize the placement of DSG on constrained locations of the local distribution1671

network, where it would be of greatest value to all customers – a collaborative approach that1672

some utilities in other parts of the country appear to be advancing (e.g., Hawaii and1673

Minnesota). 115 Similarly, if increased installations of westward-facing DSG systems can1674

provide additional system benefits by further reducing the system peak load, the Commission1675

should consider establishing financial incentives to accomplish this result, commensurate with1676

115 For Minnesota, see Xcel Energy, Distribution System Study, Distribution Grid Modernization Report, Docket No. E002/M-
15-962, December 1, 2016. For Hawaii, see https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/integration-tools-and-
resources/locational-value-maps. Further support for collaborative approaches can be found in a 2014 study by the Solar
Electric Power Association and EPRI, “Utility Strategies for Influencing Locational Deployment of Distributed Solar.”
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the incremental benefits and accounting for the reduced output of such systems, as some other1677

utilities and states have done.1161678

Q. SHOULD THE COMMISSION CONSIDER OTHER TARIFF CHANGES TO1679

ENABLE BROADER RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION IN DSG,1680

EVEN IF THEY ARE NOT HOMEOWNERS WITH SUITABLE ROOFTOP1681

LOCATIONS?1682

A. Yes, the Commission should also consider expanding the residential DSG program to allow1683

for “community solar” programs, which have attracted increasing interest in a number of1684

states (including in other states with traditional cost-of-service rate regulation, as in Utah).1685

Community solar programs allow somewhat larger-sized DSG systems (but generally less1686

than 1 or 2 MW) to be connected directly to the local distribution network. Community solar1687

programs can range from commercial-sized rooftop systems installed on a community1688

structure (e.g., a 22-kW system installed on a church, as in Maryland) to somewhat larger1689

“solar gardens.” These projects allow for lower installed costs relative to typical residential1690

systems and potentially higher output, while still providing the “distributed” benefits of DSG1691

(with additional locational benefits possible if located on constrained portions of the1692

distribution network). Like residential DSG, community solar programs provide a way for1693

individuals (or solar companies) to use their own capital (rather than the utility’s capital) to1694

increase the amount of solar generation in a given service territory, while also providing non-1695

homeowners an opportunity to participate in DSG programs. Since crediting mechanisms can1696

be more complex with community solar programs than typical NEM programs, enabling1697

community solar would likely require a tariff change. I am not suggesting that the Commission1698

116 In 2014, the California Energy Commission approved guidelines providing incentives for west-facing solar systems. See:
Renewable Energy World, “9% of Solar Homes are Doing Something Utilities Love. Will Others Follow?” December 2,
2014. Available at: http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/ugc/articles/2014/12/9-of-solar-homes-are-doing-something-
utilities-love-will-others-follow.html (last accessed June 7, 2017). The article also reports some utilities offering higher
TOU-based compensation for late afternoon vs. mid-day exports of excess customer generation.
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should necessarily require such a tariff change as part of this proceeding, but this should be1699

one of the longer-term goals for the Commission.1700

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY?1701

A. Yes.1702


